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CHAP. 16,

An Act ta aménd and consolidate the laws relating to
Weights aInd Measures.

[Assented to 151h 1May, 1879.]

H ER Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Preamble.
Senate and House of Comnions of Canada, enacts as

follows:

Preliminary.

1. This Act may be cited as the " Veights and ileasues short titie.
Act of 1879."

2. This Azt shall not come into operation until the first Commence-
day of Suly, one thousand eight hundred and seven*ty-nine, ment of Act

which. dav is hereinafter referred to as the commencement
this Act.

I. THE LAW OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

Uniformily oj Weighls and Measures.

3. Except as herein otherwise provided the same weights To be the

and measures shall be used throughout the Dominion of samothrough-
Canada.out Canada.Canada.

Standards of Measure and Weight.

4. The bronze bar and thé platinum weights more par- Standards
ticùlarly deseribed in the first part of the first schedule io pre
this Act, and at the passing of this Act deposited in thé c.n47 te ba
Department of Inland Revenue il the custody of the the ominion

standards.Minister of Lnland Revenue, as provided in the Actd
passed inl the thirty-sixth ycar of Her Majesty'S reigu,
intituled An Act respecting Weighls and easures," shahl
continue to be the Dominion standards of. measure and
weight. The said bronize bar shall continue to be the
Dominion standard for determining the standard yard for the



Dominion of Canada; and the said platinum weights shah
respectively continue to be the Dominion standards for
determining the standard pound and the standard troy
ounce for the Dominion of Canada.

Parliamen- 5. The two copies of the standards of measure and weight,
tary copies. described in the second part of the first schedule to this Act,

and deposited as therein mentioned, shall be deemed to be
Parliamentary copies of the said Dominion standards.

Renewal of 6. If at any time either of the Dominion standards of
tandards in measure and weight is lost, or in any manner destroyed,

case of ess. defaced or otherwise injured, the Department of IInland
Revenue may cause the same to be restored by reference to
or adoption of any of the Parliamentary copies of that
standard, or of such of them as may remain available for
that purpose.

Renewal of 7 If at any time any of the Parliamentary copies of either
Panar- of the Dominion standards is lost, or in any manner des-

standards. troyed, defaced or otherwise injured, the Department of
Inland Revenue may cause the same to be restored by
reference either to the corresponding Dominion standard, or
to one of the other Parliamentary copies of that standard.

Secondary or 8. The 1)epartnental standards of measure and weight
atandards. which, having been derived from the Dominion standards,

are at the commencement of this Act in use under the
direction of the Department of Inland Revenue, and are
mentioned in the second schedule to this Act, and no others
(save as hereinafter mentioned), shall be secondary standards
of measure and weight, and shall be called Departmental
standards.

Renewal in If at any time any of such standards he lost, or in anycase ofoss. manner destroyed, defaced or otherwise ijured, the Depart-
ment of Inland Revenue may cause the same to be restored
by reference either to [one of the Dominion standards or to
one of the Parliamentary copies of those standards.

Standards of The Department of Inland Revenue shall, from time to
new denoti- fime, cause such new denominations of standards, being

either equivalent to or multiples or aliquot parts of the Dom-
inion weights and measures ascertained by this Act, as may
be required in addition to those mentioned in the second
schedule to this Act to be made and duly verified, and sucli
new denominations of standards, when approved by the
Governor in Council, shall be Departmental standards in
like marnier as if they were mentioned in the said schedule-

cancenIa- It shall be lawful for the Governor in Council to declare
tion of a that a Departmental standard for the time being of any



denomination, whether mentioned in the said schedule or Departmental
approved by Order in Council, shall cease to be such a standard.
standard.

9. The standards of measure and weight which are, at Local
the commencement of this Act. legally in use by inspectors standards.

or deputy inspectors of weights and measures, fbr the pur-
pose of verification or inspection, and all copies of the Depart-
mental stendards which, after the commencement of this
Act, are compared with those standards and verified by the
Department of Inland Revenue, for the purpose of being
used by inspectors of weights and measures under this Act,
as standards for the verificatinn or inspection of weights and
measures, shall be called local standards.

Dominion Measures of Length.

10. The straight line or distance between the centres of Standard
the two gold plugs or pins (as mentioned in the first schedule yard defined.

to this Act) in the bronze bar by this Act declared to be the
Dominion standard for determining the Dominion standard
yard, measured -when the bar is at a temperature of sixty-one
degrees and ninty-one hundredths of Fahrenheit's thermo-
meter, and when it is supported on bronze rollers placed
under it in such manner as best to avoid flexure of the bar
and to facilitate its free expansion and contraction from
variating temperature, shall be the legal standard measure
of iength, and shall be called the Dominion standard yard,
and shall be the only unit or standard measure of extension
from which all other measures of extension, whether linear.
superficial or solid, shall be ascertained.

1. One-third part of the Dominion standard yard shall Standard
be a foot, and the twelfth part of such foot shal be an inch, footincbrod,

,link. furlong
and the rod, pole or perch in length, shall contain five such and mile.
yards and a half, and the chain shall coutain twenty-two
such yards, and the link shal be the one hundredth part of
the chain, the fuilong shall contain two hundred and twenty
such yards, and the mile, one thousand seven hundred and
sixty such yards.

12. The rood of land shall contain one thousand two hun- Standard
dred and ten square yards, according to the Dominion roodandaere.

standard yard, and the acre of land shall contain one hun-
dred thousand square links, being four thousand eight
hundred and forty such square yards, or one hundred and
sixty square rods, poles, or perches.

13. Provided, that in the Province of Quebec the measures Proviso as to
of length and superficies for all lands comprised in those seigioriallands in the
parts of the Province originally granted under the seignio- Province of
rial tenure, shall be French measures, the ratio and propor- Quebec.



lion of which shall be to the Dominion standard measures
as follows. that is to say

French foot 1. The foot--" French measure " or " Paris foot "-shall
be held to contain twelve inches and seventy-nine hun-
dredths of an inch, standard measure;

Arpent. 2. The " Arpent," when used as a measure of length, shall
be one hundred and eighty French feet ; and when used as a
measure of superficies. shall contain thirty-two thousand four

Perch. hundred square French feet ; and the " Perch," as a measure of
length, shall contain eighteen French feet, and as a measure
of superficies, three hundred and twenty-four square French
feet:

French 3. Provided, that the provisions of this section shall apply
seadore tob only to territorial measurement ; and the French measures

sucl lands. " Toise" and "Ell" (Aune), shall not be used hereafter as
standard measures, but the standard yard, as described'in the
tenth section of this At, shall be used instead thereof.

Doninion* Measures of Weight and Capacity.

Standard 11. The Imperial pound, as established by the Act passed
pound. by the Parliament of Great Britain and Ireland, in the forty-

first and forty-second years of Her Majesty's reigu, intituled
The Weights and Measures i!ct of 1878," as represented by

the platinum iridium weight mentioned in the first schedule
to this Act, and hereby declared to be the Dominion standard
for deteriniiiug the Dominion standard pound, shall be the
legal standard measure of weight and of measure having
refèrence to weight. and shall be called the Dominion stand-
ard pound, and shall be the only unit or standard measure
of weight from which all other weights, and all measures
having reference to weight, shall be ascertained.

Standard 15. One-sixteonth part of the Dominion standard pound
ounce, draw shall be an ounce, and one-sixteenth part of such ounce shalland grain. be a dram, and one seven-thousandth part of the Dominion

standard pound shall be a grain;

Cental or One hundred standard pounds shall be a cental or hundred
wt. and ton. weight, and twenty centais or two thousand pounds, shall

be a ton ;

Troy ounice. Four hundred and eighty grains shall be an ounce Troy

Ail other All the foregoing weights, except the ounce Troy, shall be
weigts deemed to be advoirdupois weights.avoirdiipois.

Standard 16. The unit or standard measure of capacity, from which
gallon. all other measures of capacity, as well for liquids as for dry



goods, shallbe derived, shall be the gallon containing ten
Dominion standard pounds weight of distilled water
weighed in air against brass weights with the water and
the air at the temperature of sixty-two degrees of Fahren-
heit's thermometer, and with the barometer at thirty inches;

The quart shall be one-Iourth part of the gallon, and the Quart and

pint shall be one eighth part of the galln;

Two gallons shall be a peck ; eight gallons shall be a Peck, bushel
bushel, and twenty-five gallons shall be a barrel: and barre].

2. Provided always, that until the first day of May, one Provein: for
housand eigh hundred and eighty, the wine gallon o,'two "3 or,3 à& t," U (1 D .gaLllcn by

hundred and thirty-one cubic inches may be used in any agreemen,
case by special understanding between the parties to any Untul ist May,

contract or agreement for the ineasurement of liquids, and
the ratio or proportion which such measure shall bear to
the standard gallon shall be as follows: six wine gallons
shall be equal to five standard gallons.

17. In contracts for the sale and delivery of any of the
undermentioned articles, the bushel shall be determined by
weighing, uiless a bushel by measure be specially agreed.
upon--the weight equivalent to a bushel being as follows:-

Busbel of cer-
tain articles
determined
by weight.

Wheat,.sixty pounds;
Indian Corn. lifty-six pounds;
Rye, fifty-six pounds;
Peas, sixty pounds;
Barley, forty-eight pounds;
Malt, thirty-six pounds;
Oats, thirty-four pounds
Beans, sixty pounds;
Clover seed, sixty pounds.
Timothy seed, forty-eight pounds;
Buckwheat, forty-eight pounds;
Flax seed, fifty pounds;
lemp seed, forty-four pounds;
Blue grass seed, fourteen pounds;
Castor beans, lorty pounds;
Potatoes, turnips, carrots, parsnips,

sixty pounds.
beets and onlions,

i. in using a Dominion measure of napacity the same Heapea
shall not be heaped, but either shall be stricken with a measure
round stick or roller straight and of the same diameter from forbidden.
end to end, or if the article sold cannot from its size or shape
be conveniently stricken, shall be filled in al] parts as nearly
td the level of the brim as the size and shape of the article
will admit.



iletric equivalents of Dominion Weights and Measures.

Table 3 in 19. The table in the third, schedule to this Act shall be
schedule to deemed to set forth the equivalents in Dominion weiglhtsbe used for cdt e
equivalents and measures of the weights and measures therein ex-

sysie®. pressed in terms of the metric system. and such table may be
lawfully used for computing and. expressing in weights and
measures, weights and measures of the metric system.

Use of Dominion Weightls and Measures.

Contracts to 20. Every contract, bargain, sale or dealing made or had
bar eibtan- a the Dominion of Canada for any work, goods, wares or
and measures, merchandise, or other thing which has been or is to be done,
ail others sold, delivered, carried or agreed for by weight or measure,

shall be deemed to be made and had according to one of the
Dominion weights or measures ascertained by this Act, or
to some multiple or part thereof, and if not so made or had

Exception as shall be void, except only when made according to the
ysetr" metrie system; and all tolls and duties charged or collected
Tolls and according to weight or measure, shall be charged and collect
duties. ed according to one of the Dominion weights or measures

ascertained by this Act, or to some multiple or part thereof:

"Trade," Such contract, bargain, sale, dealing and collection of tolls
what to be and duties, as is in this section mentioned, is in this Act re-deemed. erre to under the term " trade :

Local No local or customary measures, nor the use of heaped
weghts, Ac., measures, shall be lawful:unlawfuli.

Penalty for Any person who sells by any denomination of weight or
using other measure other than one of the Dominion weights orthan Domin- C
ion weights measures, or some multiple or part thereof, and any public
and measures. weigher or measurer who uses any weight or measure,

or who uses, in any certificate as to the weight or measure
of any article weighed or measured by him, any other than
one of the Dominion weights or measures, or some multiple
or part thereof, shall be liable to a fine not exceeding twenty
dollars for every such sale, weighing or certificate.

Weight to be 21. A1 articles sold by weight shall be sold by avoirdu-
r pois weight, except that,-

Except cer- Grold and silver, platinum and precious stones, and articles
tain articles
whîch eay made thereof, may be sold by the ounce troy or by any
be sold by decimal part of such ounce, and all contracts, bargains, sales
troy weight. and dealings in relation thereto shall be deemed -to be made

and had by such weight, and when so made or had shall be
valid;

Penalty for And every person who acts in contravention of this sec-
°"ntioa tion shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty-five

dollars for each offence:
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22. Provided always, that a contract or agreement shall Proviso as to

not be invalid or open to objection on the ground that the metriceights or
weights and measures expressed or referred to therein are rneasures
weights or measures of the metric system, or on the ground of Do-
that decimal subdivions of Dominion weights and measures, minion ones.
whether metric or otherwise, are used in such contract or
dealing.

23. Nothing in this Act shall prevent the sale, or subject As to sales
a person to a penalty under this Act for the sale of an article Pf articles

in any vessel, such vessel being included in the sale, when i vessels.

such vessel is not represented as containing any amount of
Dominion measures, nor subject a person to a penalty under
this Act for the possession of a vessel when it is shown that
such vessel is not used nor intended for use as a measure.

Unjust Weights, Measures and Weighing Machines.

24. Every person who uses or has in his possession for Penalty for
use in trade any w'eight, measure, scale, balance, steelyard ln fase

or weighing machine, which is false or unjust, shall be liable weights,
to a fine not exceeding twenty-five dollars, or, in the case of scales or
a second offence, fifty dollars; and any contract, bargain, sale
or dealing made by the same shall be void, and the weigbt,
measure, scale, balance, steelyard orweighing machine shall
be liable to be forfeited.

25. Whenl any fraud is willfully committed in the using Penalty for
of anv weight, measure, scale, balance, steelyard, or weighing fraud by the

machine, the person committing such fraud, and every per- weights, &o.
son party to the fraud, shall be liable to a fine not exceeding
twenty-five dollars, or, in the case of a second offence, fifty
dollars, and the weight, measure, scale, balance, steelyard or
weighing-machine shall be forfeited.

26. Every person who wilfully makes, or sells, or causes Orfor making
to be made or sold, any false or unjust weight, measure, or senling the
scale, balance, steelyard or weighing-machine, shall be liable
to a penalty not exceeding fifty dollars, or, in the case of a
second offence, one hundred dollars for each offence.

Stamping and Verification of Weights and Measures.

27. Every weight, except when the small size of the Lawul
weight renders it impracticable, shall have the denomination weights,
of such weight stamped or engraved on the top or side c's,'a
thereof iii legible figures and letters. Every measure of weighing
capacity shall have the denomination thereof stamped or toest'aes
engraved on the outside of such measure in legible figures
and letters. Every beam, steelyard or weighing-machine
shall have marked upon some essential part of it the maxi-
mum weight which it is constructed to weigh, and aiso on



the weights or poises used with it their actual weight when
truly adjusted, in parts or murltiples of the avoirdupois

And no other. pound. A weight or measure not in cotformity with this
section shall not be stanped with such stamp of verification
under this Act, as is herein mentioned.

Penalty for 28. Every trader. manufacturer, carrier, public weigher,
stampe" altganger, imeasurer, surveyor, or other person, who uses, for
weights or any purpose of buying, selling,. or charging' for the carriage
measures or merchandise. r
we- ing- of any goods, wares, merchandise or thing, or ôf measuring
mac ines, la any land, goods, materials or other thing, for the purpose of
business. charging for or ascertaining the price to be paid, or the

charge to be made therefor, any weight or measure, or
weighing-machine which lihas not been duly inspected and
stamped according to this Act, shall be guilty of an ofence
against this Act, and shall, on conviction, incur a penalty
of not more than fifty nor less.than.ive dollars for each such

Forfeitures, offence ; and every such unstamped weight, weighing-
&C machine or measure so used, found in his possession, shall,

on .being discovered by the inspector, or .his assistant, be
forfeited and forthwith seized and broken by him, without
suit or other authority than this Act:

Exception as 2. Except that the manufacturer of or dealer in weights,
to makers or
dealers or measures or weighing-machines who has in his possession
weights, mea- for sale, any weight, measure or weighing-machine, shall
sures, &c. not be bound to have the same inspected and stamped

according to this Act, so long as the same remain in his
manufàctory or warehouse; but no such w*eight, measure or
wei ghing-machine shall. be removed from. his premises, sold
or taken into use for trade without having been inspected
and stamped:

Penalty on 3. Any trader not beinfg a manufacturer of or dealer in
trader havin-
unlawfu" weights, measures or weighing-machines, having in his
weiglits, &c., possession any unstamped weights, measures or weighing-

" machines, shall. be liable to a penalty of twenty-five dollars
for the first offence, and for each subsequeut offence to a

Forfeiture. penalty of fifty dollars; and the inspector or his assistant
shall forthwith seize such weights, measures or weighing-
machines, which shall be forfeited.

As to weights 29. A weight made of lead or pewter, or of any mixture
oflead or thereof, shall not be stamped with a stamp of verification,

or used for trade, unless it be wholly and substantially cased
with brass, iron or copper, and legibly stamped or marked

cased :

Proviso as to Eut nothing in this section shall prevent the insertion
Plug into a weight of such a plug of lead or pewter as is bonáfide

necessary for the purpose of adjusting it, and of affixing
thereto the stamp of verification :



A person guilty of any offence against, or disobedience to Penalty for
the provisions of this section, shall be liable to a penalty not contraven-
exceeding twenty-five dollárs, or in case of a second offenée,
fifty dollars.

30. If any person forges or counterfeits any stainp used Penalty for
for the stamping, under this Act, of any measure, weight, foging or
balance or weihing achine, or used before the commence- ing stamp
ment of this Act for the stamping of any measure, weight, sed under
balance or weighing-machine under any enactment repealed t
by this Act, or wilfully increases or diminishes auy weight
or measure so stamped, or in any way alters or tampers with
any balance or weighing-nachine which has been so stamped,
so as to cause it to weigh uuJnstly, he shall be liable to a
penalty of forty dollars for the first offence, and for each
subsequent offence he shall incur a penalty of one hundred
dollars and two maonths imprisonment:

Any person who knowiigly uses, sells, utters, disposes of, Or for
or exposes for sale, any measure, weight, balance or weighing-
machine,. with such forged or counterfeit*·stamp thereon, or terfeits.
any weight, ieasure, balance or weighing-machine so
increased, diminished, falsified or tampered with,'shall be
liable to a penalty for the first offence not exeeding fifty
dollars, and for each subsequent offence one hundred dollars.

Il -ADMINISTRATION.

Central.

31. The Department of Iuland Revenue shall have the inland Reve-
custody of the Dominion standards of measure and weight, nue Depart
and of the Departmental standards, and of all balances, ap- cstodyoa
paratus, books, documents and things used i connection standards,&c.
therewith or-relatinfr thereto.

32. The Parliamentary copies of the Dominion standards Deposit et
of measure and weight, mentioned in part two of the first Parliamen.
schedule to this Act, shall continue to be deposited asa
therein mentioned:

The Department of bIland Revenue shall cause the Periodical
Parliamentary copies of the Dominion standards of measure comparison
and weight to be compared with each· other once in every °tanadards.
five years, and once in every ten years with Dominion
standards of measure and weight.

33. Once, at least, in every five. years the Department of And of
Inland Revenue shall cause the Departmental skrdards, Departmental
for the time being, to be compared. with .the Parliamentary standards.

copies of. the Dominion standards of measure and weight
made and approved in pursuance of this Aet, and with each
other; and to be adjusted or renewed if requisite :



Record of A record shall be kept by the Department of Inland
veritication. Revenue of all standards verified or re-verified, showing full

particulars of the results of such verification or re-verifica-
tion.

Copies of 34. The copies of the metric standards mentioned in the
dard cand fourth schedule to this Act having been obtained and
their use for deposited in the custody of the Department of Inland
lawful pur- Revenue, the said Department may cause to be compared
poses. with the said standards and verified, all metric weights and

measures which are submitted to them for the purpose, and
which are of such shape and construction as may be, from
time to time, directed by an Order in Council in that behalf,
and which the Minister of Inland Revenue is satisfied are
intended to be used for the purpose of science or of manu-
ficture, or for any lawful purpose withini the meaing of
this Act.

Comparisons, 35. All comparisons, verifications and other operations
verifications, with reference to standards of length, weight and capacity,
made. shall be conducted under the supervision of the Commissioner

of Inland Revenue; and generally he shall have such powers
and duties in relation thereto as may be assigned to him by

Duty of Com- Order in Council. It shall also be the duty of the Commis-
missioner of,
inland Re- sioner of Inland Revenue to conduct all such comparisons,
venue with verifications and other operations with reference to standards
re.,'to as of measure and weight in aid of scientific researches or other-
to standards wise, as the Minister of lnland Revenue may deem expedient;
generally. and in consideration of the special qualifications and know-
Compensa- ledge necessary for the proper discharge of such duties, the
tion for such said Commissioner may be paid, in addition to his salary asservice. Commissioner, such further allowance out of any moneys

voted by Parliament for the purposes of this Act, as may be
directed by the Governor in Council.

Local.

Inspectors, 36. The Goveriior may, from timne to time, appoint one or
ap oi ntment

an dutieQ cf, more inspectors of weights and measures for ach Province,
and of Assiù- and such number of assistants to each imspector as may,
tants. from time to time, he found necessary, and may, from time

to tiie, assign them inspection divisions, and their powers
and duties shall be as defined by this Act, by the regulations
made under it, and by instructions froin the Miiiister of
Inland Revenue ; and iay assign to each inspector or assis-

Remuner- tant so appointed such remuneration or salary, not exceeding
ation. what mav have been voted by Parliament, as may be deemed

expedient; and inay also allow to each inspector or assistant
such further sum as will suffice to meet his actual expenses
in the performance of his official duties.



7. The Governor may, in his discretion, appoint any District
'officer of the Inland Revenue Department to the office' :of Inspectors
'district inspector under this Act, and such officer shall
discharge the duties assigned to him under this Act, in
conjunction with and in addition to his other official duties,
-anything in any Act or law to the contrary -notwith-
standing:r

2. Each inspector or assistant on appointment, shall take Oath ofoffic.
an oath for the fâithful dischage of his 'duties, and shall iyve
*bonds i' a sum"to be fixéd by Order in Ceûncil for the.safe
custody 'and preservation of 'the standard weiarhts and
measures and other apparatus 'intrustéd to him, for their
delivery over to his successor in case of his résignation'or
removal from office, and for duly a*cohntin 'foir ai moneTys
Collected b ly hn :

3. Each inspector shall be furnished by the Minister of To be ro.
Illand Reveiue with one or more seits of standý'%rds, to be, vided wth
called "The Local $tanidards,"'carefully verified and authèn- st'aEardas.
ticated by comparisön with the Departmen.tal standa:ds
i th'e custody of the Departmelnt of Iïand Revéiiue, aind
with such appar.tus *as may be requisite t'enable hiin to
perform his duties under this Acf.

38. No officer appointed under this Act shall be a maker officers not
or seller of weights, measures or weighing-machines, but to be makers
by special departmentai instructions in that behalf, he may °cht or
b allowed to adjust, or alter, 'or cause to be 'adjusted :r measures, &c.
altered, àny weiglht verified by him ór submitted to him fôr
verification, collecting such compensation for the value of
such adjustineit or alteration as may be authorized by Order
in Council:

2. The "Standards " and other apparatus shall be used by Sole use of
the inspector or assistant into whose custody they aré givén standards by
solely for the purpose of comparing and verifying weights, Inspectors.
measures, balances and weighing|machines usèd for purposes
of trade.

39. The inspector or his assistant shall perform such Duties of Ln-
duties incidtui to the verification of weights andï' easures, spectors and
and of bea'>s. 'scales, steelvards and other weigrhing machines, Aeistant
comparing and trying the same with the standard' veights
and me-asai·es, and other apparatusin his possession, ..may
he assiged to hiin by Departmëntal regulations'

2. He shall, at all proper times, carefully examine and comn Examination
pare all weights and measures, and all beams, seales or other and marking
weighing-m~ achines of any kind presented to him within his eseight,
division; atd when fouind correct and just he shall mark,
stamp or brand the saine in sucih manier as may, from time



to tirne. be directed by the Minister of lnland Revenue, 'who
shall fur'nish such stamps, brands and impiements as he may
think proper for that purpose.

Timesand 40. Each inspector or his assistant shail, upon such day
restofn- ndor days, and at such place or places within his district as

,erification. he may, from time to time, appoint in pursuance of such
Departmental reg-ulations as may be made in that behaif,-
and of which day or days, place or places, public notice
shall be given in ihe manner to be provided by such regu-
lations,-attend with his inspection standards and other
apparatus, for the purpose of inspecting all wveights, meas-

Stamping, sures and weighing-machines, and shall then and ther
Ac., when inspect and verify, and if found correct, shall stamp and
ound correct. certify all weig'hts and measures, scales and other weighing-

machiines.

Powerof 41. The inspec+or or his assistant may, at all reasonable
"etr s ho ,times without notice, enter anv shop, store, warehouse, stall,
e. yard or place whatsoever, within his division, where any

commodity is bought, sold, exposed or kept for sale, or
charged for carriage or conveyance by weight or measure,
and there examine al weights, measures, beams, scales,
steelyards or other weighing-machines, and compare and try
the same with the local standards of weight and measure

Without pre- in his possession ; and it shall be his duty to do so from
v1ous not:ce. time to time, and without previous notice, so as best to

ensure compliance with the provisio.ns of this Act, and the
To inspect discovery and punishient of any infractions thereof: and it
whcn called shall be his duty to attend ai. any reasonable time and place,
otherwise on and when not otherwise engaged in the performance of his
duty- duties, for the purpose of inspecting anid verifying any fixed

and non-portable weighing-machine in his division ; and
Subject to he may also, subject to regulations made by Orders in
iregnations. Council in that behalf, at any time when :1ot so engaged, as

aforesaid, inspect, verify, stamp and certify any weights,
measures or weighing-machines, at the request of the owner
thereof, and at any place in his division.

To keep a 42. The Inspector shall keep a book in which he shall
record of i- enter minut,-s of all verifications made by hin, or his assis-

tant, and at the time of every inspection he or his assistant
shall deliver io the owner of any weights or measures, or
weighing-machines verified, or to the person procuring the
veritication, a certificate under his hand, setting forth the
fact and date of Such verification, and enumerating the
w-eights, measures or weighing-machines inspected.

Re-inspection 43. Within four months after the expiration of two years
at certaiu fron the first verification and stamping, and within a period

of two years after each subsequent verification, every weight,
measure and weighing-machine shall be again inspected and



verified, and a new cerficate of such inspection and verifi-
cation obtained from the proper inspector; and the pro-
duction of the certificate shaHl be prima facie evidence of
the verification, or stamping, or re-%erification having taken
place within the period prescribed by law.

44. Any person, not being a manufacturer or dealer in Penalty for
weights, measures and weighing-machines, who refuses to re afing o

produce for inspection when required to do so by any weights, &c.,
inspector or inspector's assistant appointed under this Act, for inspec-
ail weights, meaures and weighing-nachines ùi his pos-
session, and used for any purpose of trade, or-

2. Any, manufacturer of or dealer in weights, mea- Orreftisingto
sures or weighing-machines, who refuses to permit the
inspection, when required in the manner herein provided,
of any weights, measures or weighing-machines about
to be removed from his premises to be used for purposes
of trade, or who permits any. such weights, measures
or weighing-machines to be so removed without hav-
ing been first inspected and stamped as herein required,-

Shall, on conviction, forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding The penalty.
twenty dollars for the first, and forty dollars for the second
or any subsequent offenec.

45. No weight or measure or weighing-machiiie duly As toweights
stamped by any inspector, or other person hereby legally andrneasures,
authorized to examine and stamp t he same, shall be liable to inan.
be re-stamped. although the same be used bevond the limnits ,ion and used
of the inspection division within which it was originally
stamped, but shall be considered as a legal weight or mea-
sure or weighing-machine throughout Canada, uniless found
to be defective or unjust on any subsequent periodical or
other inspection, to which it shall remain subject as provided
by this Act, by ihe inspector or his assistant for the divi-
sion in which it may then be.

46. If any inspector or inspector's assistant stamps or Penalty for
marks any balance, beam, weight or measure, or weigh- st1naing any
ing-machine, without having first duly compared and witiouC.,
verified the same with the standard or other authorized verifying it.
instrument in his possession for the purpose, he shall, on
conviction, icur a penalty not exceeding fifty dollars for
each offence.

47. If any inspector or inspector's assistant knowinglV Or for stamp-
stamps any balance, beam, weight or measure, or weighing- ing it out of
machine, belonging to any person residing within the limits 'e*irper
of any inspection division for which another inspector has
been legally appointed, he shall, on conviction, incur a
penalty not exceeding five dollars for every weight or
measure, or weighing-machine so stamped.



III--MISCELLANEOUS8.

Regulations 4S. The Governor in Council may, .from time to time,
iy Governor make. repeal or amend regulations consistent with this Act,
certain for or concerning any or all of the subjects herein men-
purposes. tioned

1. The guidance of the inspectors and their assistants
in performance of their duties;

2. The replacement and use of the standards;

3. The methods of verifying local standards or weights
and measures, weighing-machines and balances,,and.of cer-
tifying such verification;

4. The amount of error that may be tolerated in weights,
measures, balances and weighing-machines;

5. The shapes, dimensions and proportions to be required
in weights, weighing-machines and measures, and the
material of which they·may.be made;

6. ''he marking on weights and.measures authorized under
this Act of their several denominations:

Tublication. And such regulations shall be .published in the Canada
Gazette.

Governor in 49. The Governor in Council may, from time to time,
Council May mae. epa
make ayff make, repeal or amend a tariff of fees to be.paid to the in-
of tees for spectors or their assistants for inspecting .and stamping
inspection. weights and measures, balances, beamns.and other .weighing-
Publication. machines, under this Act ; and the Order in Councilcontain-

ing such tariff and regulations, and any repeal or amendment
Aplication thereof, shall be published in the Canada Gazette.; and the
of ees. said fees shall form part of the Consolidated Revenue Fund

of Canada.

When and 50. Such fees shall be paid at the time of the inspection,
how such fees stamping or verification, to the Inspector or ihis assisant, who
are to be paid. shall affix to the certificate given by him an adhesive scamp or

stamps to the amount of such:fee, and shall, at the time of
affixing the saine, write or mark thereon, in such manner as
may be directed by departmental regulations, the date at

-stam to be which it is affixed ; and no certificate shali be valid or avail
fixeto for any purpose whatsoever unless the requisite stamp or

certificate. stamps have been duly affixed and remain affixed thereto
and cancelled.

Adhesive 51. The Governor in Council may, from time to time,
stamps for direct adhesive stamps to be prepared for the purposes: of
use under
this Act.



this Act, and bearing such device as he thinks proper, and
may defray the cost thereof out of· any unappropriated
moneys forming part of the Consolidated Revenue Fund:

The device on such adhesive stamp shall express .the Derice
value thereof. that is to say, the sum at which it shall be thereon.

reckoned in payment of the duty hereby imposed.

52. Separate accounts shall be kept of ail expenditure Acounts
incurred and of all fees and duties collected and received under this
under the authority of this Act; and a correct statement of Act.
the same up to the thirtieth day of June, then last past,
shall be laid before Parliament within the first fifteen days
of the then next session thereof.

IV.-LEGAL PROCEEDINGS.

53. All forfeitures and penalties imposed by this Act. or accovery of
by any regulation made under its authority, shall be recover- peaIlties and
able, with costs, before anv civil court of competent jurisdic- forfeitures.

tion, or before any Justice of the Peace for the district, county
or place in which the offence was commiitted, if such forfeiture
or penalty does net exceed- fifty dollars, and before any two
such justices, or any mnagistrate having, by law. the power
of two such jiutices, if it exceeds fifty dollars, upon proof
by confession, or by the oath of one credible witness,-and
may, if not forthwith paid, be levied by execution of distress
and sale of the goods and chattels of the offender, by war-
rant, under the hand 'and seal of such justice, justices or
magistrate-by whom also anv imprisonment to which the
offender is liable may be awarded ; and to all such cases the
Act passed in the session held in 'the thirty-second and 32-33V., c 31.
thirty-third years of Her Majesty's reign, and intituled ' An
Act respecting- the duties of Justices of thie Peace out of Sessions
in relatio-n o sumnary convictions and orders," 'shall apply,
îubject to the provisions of this Act:

2. One-half of any penalty so recovered shall belong to Appropri-
the party suing for the sa-me, not being an inspector or an pnte
mnspector's assistant, and the other half, or (if the party suinS
is an officer acting in pursuance of this Act) the 'whole
penalty shall belong to Her Majesty for the uses of the
Dominion:

3. Every such suit shall be instituted in the name of the in whose
inspector acting in pursuance of this Aci, who shall 7ne.si'9
account for the penalty to the Department of inland Revenue : brougbt.

4. Ail false weights beams, ·balances and weighing Forfeiture
machines seized as forfeited underthis Act, shall be delivered otse
to the District Inspector, for the district in which the offence
is committed, in whose custody thev shall remain, subject
to the order of the Department 'of Inland Revenue :



Remedy of 5. Any person aggrieved by the use of any weiglit or
party measure, or weirhing-machine, which has not been duly in-
aggrieved yC D
fase eghts, spected and stampedaccording to this Act, or which may bc
&c. found light, deficient or otherwise unjust, may recover treble

damages and costs.

Limitation of 514. No action or prosecution shall be brouglit against any
suits. person for any forfeituTe or penalty imposed by this Act,

unless the same is commenced within three months after
the offence is committed.

V.-REPEAL OF PREVIOUS ACTS.

1ts 55. The Act passed in the thirty-sixth year of Her
repealed: Majesty's reign, and intituled " An Act respecting Weights

and illeasures," and the Act passed in the fortieth year of
Her Majesty's reign, and intituled " An Act Io amend the Act
respecting Wezg/tis and 3Ieasures," are hereby repealed:

Proviso, as to Provided always, that all Acts or enactments repealed by
things done either of the said Acts shall remain repealed, and that ail
under re
pealed rAets. things lawfully done under them or either of them shall

remain valid, and all penalties incurred under them or any
of them may be enforced and recovered, and all proceedings
commenced under theim or either of them may be continued
and completed under this Act, which shall not be construed
as a new law but as a consolidation and continuation of the
repealed enactments with and subjecf to the amendments

38 v., e 36, hereby made: And provided also, that the Act passed in
to renain in the thirty-eighth year ofHer Majesty's reigin, and intituled

fc "An Act to compel persons delivering certain merchantable
liquids in casks, to mark on such. casks the capacity thereof,"
shall remain in force, and all penalties incurred under it before
the passing of this Act shall be recoverable and appropriated

As to penal- under the Act first above repealed, but all penalties in-
ties under it. curred under it . after the passing of this Act shall be

recovered and appropriated in the same manner as penalties
imposed under this Act.

SCIIEDU LES

FIRST SCHEDULE.
PART I.

DOMINION STANDARDS.

The following standards were constructed under the
direction of the Commissioner of Inland Revenue

The Dominion standard for determining the length of the
Dominion standard yard is a solid square bar, thirty-eight
inches long and one inch square in transverse section, the
bar being of bronze or gun metal (known as Baily's metal);
near to each end a cylindrical hole is sunk (the distance
between the centres of the two holes being thirty-six inches)
to the depth of half au inch; at the bottom of each hole is



inserted in a smaller hole a gold plug or pin, about one-
tenth of an inch in diameter, and upon the surface of each pin
are cut, a fine line transverse to the axis of the bar, and two
lines at an interval of about one-hundredth of an inch parallel
to the axis or the bar; the measure of length of the Domin-
ion standard yard is given by the interval between the
transverse line at one end and the transverse line at the
other end, the part of each line which is employed being the
point midway between the longitudinal lines; and the said
points are in this Act referred to as the centres of the said gold
plugs or pins, and such bar is marked "I Mr. Baily's metal,"
"Standard Yard" "A," "Troughton and Simms, London."
There are also, on the upper side of the bar, two holes for
the insertion of the buibs of suitable thermometers for the
determination of temperature.

The Dominion standard for determining the weight of
the Dominion standard pound is of platinum-iridium, the
form being that of a cylinder nearly 1·35 inch in height
and 1-15 inch in diameter, with a groove or channel round
it, whose middle is about 0-34 inch below the top of the
cylinder, for insertion of the points of the ivory fork by
which it is to be lifted; the edges are carefully rounded off,
and such standard pound is marked " A." The weigli t of
thisstandard in terms of the Imperial standard is 6999·9-694
grains when both are weighed in vacun and 999 98q387
grains when both are weighed in air at the temperature of
62 of Fahrenheit's thermometer, the barometer being at 30
inches, and for which due allowance is to be made when
conparing other standards.

The Dominion standard for determining the weight of thé
Dominion standard troy ounce is of platinum-iridium, the
form being that of a truncated cone, with a knob, nearly

'ths of an inch in height, including the knob, the knob
being nearly inch and the base of the cone ? inch iii
diaineter. respectively, and such standard troy ounce is
marked " A." The weight of this standard in terms of the
imnperial standard is 479-99197 grains when both are weighed
in vacuo and 480-03648 grains when both are ·weighed in
air at the temperature of 62' of Fahrenlieit's thermometer,
the barometer being at 30 inches, for which due allowance
is to be made when comparing other standards.

PART IL.
PARLIAMENTARY COPIES OF DOMINION STANDARDS.

The following copies of the standards above mentioned in
part one of this schedule were constructed at the same time
as the above standards. They are of the same construction
and form as the above standards. and they are respectively
marked and deposited as follows:-

(1.) One of the copies of the Dominion standard for deter-
mining the' Dominion standard yard, being. a bronze bar
marked " Mr. Baily's - metal," " Standard Yard," "B,"



"rTroughton and Simms, Londoii," one of the copies of thé
Dominion standard for deter'mining the Ddràinion standard
pound, marked ".B," and one of. the copies of the 1)oiinioui
standard for determining thé Dominion standard 'ty oundè
marked "B," have been deposited with the Speaker of tlis
Senate. This copy of the standard yard ,is staùdard at à
temperature of 6216° of Fahrenheit's thermometer aýid thé
weight of this copy of the stanidard pound, in'terms of thé
Imperial standard, when both are weighed in vacvo, is
6999·98312 grains.

(2..) One of the copies of the Dominion stalidard for detër-
mining the Dominion standard yard, being a bronze bar
marked "Mr. Baily's metal," "Standard . Yard" ." C,"
"Troughton and Simmns, London," one of the .copies of thé
Dominion standard for determining the Dominion ständàrd
pound, rnarked " C," and one of thé copies of the Dominion
standard for determining the Dominion standard trof ounce,
marked "C," have been deposited with the Speaker of thé
House of Commons. This copy of thé standard yard is
standard at a temperature. of 61-45> of Farenheit's thèrmo-
ineter, and the -weight of this copy of the standard pound, in
terms of the Imperial standard, when both are weighed i&
vacuo, is 6999·98367 grains.

SECOND SCHEDULE.
DEPARTMENTAL STANDARDS.

Measures of Length. Measures of Capacity.

Denomination of Standard. Denornination of Standard.

Set miarked la."

I 100 feet. Bushel.
I 66 feet, or chain of 100 links. Half-bushel.
2 10 feet end measure2, with bed. Peck.
1 6 feet end measàra, with bed. Gallon.
1 3 feet, or 1 yard. Half-gallon.
1 1 incb divided into 10 decinal parts, one Quart.

of which isagain divided into ten suib- Pint.
divisions of 1ýùth of an icch each. ailf-pint.

Gill.
Half-gill.

Set ma-rked "l>."

Bushe L
lalf-bushel.
Peck.
Gallon.
H alf-gallon.
Qaari.
Pint.
Half-pint..
Gil.
Half-gill.



WEIGHTS.

Ständard.

Avoirdupois Weights.

Set marked " a."

50 pounds.
30 do'
20 do
10 do
5 do
3 do
2 do
I1ponn'd.
8 ounces.
4 de
2 do
l ounce.
8drams.
4 do
2 do
1 dram.
i do
5 pound.
•3 do
.2 do
•1 dr

•05 do
,03 do
•02 do
-01 do

•005 do
•003 do
•002 do'
•001. do

Set marked "b."

50 pounds.
30 do
20 do
10 do
5 do
3 do
2 .do.
I pound.
8 ounces.
4 do
2 do
l ounce.
8 drams.
4 do
2 do
1 dram.
è do

.5 Pound.
•3 do
•2 do
•1 do

•D5 do
*03 do
•02 do
'01 de

•005 do
•003 do
•002 do
•001 do

De' lomiliàdf of Deloaminâta8 ·of
Standard. Standard.

B-nDecimal Grain
eights. Weights.

Set marked "a." Set marked 1. a."

500 ounces. 1,000 grains.
300 do 600 db
200 do 30 db·
100 do 200 do
50 do 100 do
30 do 60 do
20 do 30 do
10 do 20 do5 do. 10 do
3 do 6 do
2 do 3 do
1 do 2 do
5 do 1 do
• do -6 do
-2 do •3 do'
•1 do •2 do

•05 do'· -1 do
•03 do' *06 do
•o2 do '03 do
•01 d' •02 do

•005 do
•003 do
•002 do
-001 do

Se't marlked " b.Y'

500, ounces.
300 do
200 do
100 do
50 do
30 do
20 do
,10 do

5 do
3 do
2 do
1 do

-5 do
-3 do
-2 do
.1 do

*05 do
•03 do
*02 do
•01 do

•005 do
'003 do
•002 do
•001 do

-01 do

Set markel "b."

1,000 grains.
600 do
300 do
200 do
100 do

60 'do
30 do
20 do
10 do
6 do
3 do
2 do
1 do

•6 do
•3 do
2 do
•t do

'06 do
'o3 do
•02 do
•01 do



THIRD SCHEDULE.

TABLES of the Value of the principal denominations of
Measures and Weights of the Metric System, expressed in
terms of the Standard Measures and Weights of Canada:

1.-MEASURES OF LENGT-.

Metrie Denominations Equivalents expressed in terms of the Standard of
and Values. Canada.

in Standard In feet and In links and
- Metres. yards aod decimal decimal parts of a decimal parts of

parts of a yard. foot. a link.

liriametre......... 10000 10939-444444 32818-333333 49724-74747
ilometre.......... 1000 1093·944444 3281·833333 4972-47475
ectornetre........ 100 109'394444 328-183333 497-24747
ecametre......... 10 10'939444 32-818333 49,72475
letre................ 1 I-093944 3281833 4'97247
ecimetre ......... t -109394 ·328183 -49725
entimetre........ h -010939 .032818 -04972
fillimetre .......... -001094 -003282 -00497

I

(

2.-MEASURES oF SURFACE.

Metric Denominations and Value. Equivalents expressed in terms of the
Standard of Canada.

Iii square yards In square links- Square tand decimal parts of and decimal parts
Metres. a square yard. of a square uink.

Hectare..................... 100 ares.' 10000 I 119G7-1444 247255·0511
Decare..................... 10 do 1000 1196-7144 24725-5051
Are .... ................... 1 do 100 119-6714 2472-5505
Centiare .......... .,...... r do 1 1-1967 24·7255



3.-WEIGHTS.

AMetric Denom'inations and Value. Equivalents expressed in terms of the
Standard of Canada.

In pounds Avoirdu-) In grains and
- Grams. pois and decimal decimal parts of a

parts of a pound. grain Troy.

Millier...... ...................... 1000000 2204-62125
Quintal..................... ....... 100000 220-4G212
Myriagramme .................. 10000 22-046212
Kilogramme..................... 1000 2*204621Hectogramme.................... 100 220462
Decagramme .......... ........... 10 1 022C46
Gramme ........................... 1 15-4323487
Decigramme.. ..... ............. 15432349
Centigramme.................... - 0000220 1543235Milligramme..................~ 1A i 0U00022 *0154323

4.-MEASuiREs 0oF CAPACITY.

Mctric Denominations and Value. Equivalents expresged in ternis of
the Standard of Canada.

Ifn Inîperial gallons
- iCubic Nietres. Litre3. land deci mal parts of____jan Imperial gallon.

olitre . 1000 2246 -244
2100 22024Decalitre . .Th2 10 22024

Litre . . .2202
Decilitre ......... ..... 0
Centilitre ................ . '000 0022

FOURTH SCHEDULE

METRIC STANDARDS.

List of Metric Standards ini the custody of the Inland
Pxev-enue Department.

MEASSURES OF LENGT.

.MIETRE.

*The Dominion standard for determining the length of the
xtetre is a solid square bar, forty-one and a-half iuches long,
and one ich square in transverse section, the bar being of
bronze or gun metal (knownl as Baily's metal); near to ech
end a cylindrical hole is sunk (the distance between the
centres of the twvo holes being one metre or thereabout) to



the depth of half an inch ; at the bottom of each hole is
inserted in a smaller hole a gold plug or pin, about one-tentIr
of an inch in diameter, and upon the surface of each pin is
cuta fine line transverse to the axis of the bar, and two lines
at an interval of about one hundredth of an inch parallel to
the axis of the bar. The measure of length of the metre is
given by the interval between the transverse line at one end
and the transverse line at the other end, the part of each line
employed being the point midway between the longitudinal
Unes; and the said points are in this Act referred to as the
centres of the said gold plugs or pins, and such bar is marked
"Mr. Baily's metal," "Standard Metre," " Trouglhton &
Simms, London." There are also on the upper side of the
bar two holes for the insertion of the bulbs of suitable
thermometers for the determination of the temperature. This
standard is shorter than the French standard "Metre des
archives " by -00147 of a millimetre at 00 Centigrade, or 32o
Fahrenheit, or is standard at 32-16D Fahrenheit.

WEIGHTS.

KILOGRAMME.

The Dominion standard for determining the weight of the
Kilogramme is of bronze. the form beiîig that of a cylinder
with a knob, the cylinder having a groove cut in itat about
two-thirds of its height. Its value as compared with the
French Standard Kilogramme is 1000002·45 milligrammes,
or 1·00000245 of a Kilogramme.

METRIC WEIGHTS.

Denomination. Denomination.

1 20 Kilogrammes. 1 5 Decigrammea.
1 10 do 112 do
1 5 do 2 1 Decigramme.
2 2 do 1 5 Centigrammes.
i 1 Kilogramme. I 2 do
1 500 Grammes. 2 1 Centigramme.
2 200 do 15 Milligrammes.
1 100 do 2 12 do
1 50 do 1 I Milligramme.
2 20 do
1 10 do
1 5 do
1 2 do
2 1 Gramme.



INLAiND REVENUE, CANADA,

REGULATIONS AS TO THE DESCRIPTION OF WEIGHTS, MEASURES, BALANTCES AND

WEIGHING MACHINES THAT WILL BE ADMITTED TO VERIFICATION,
AND FEES TO BE CIARGED THEREFOR. AS PER ORDER IN

COUNCIL OF 14TH AUGUST, 1879.

The following balances are to be admitted to verification:

A. BALANCES HAVING EQUAL ARMS AND ON WHICH THE LOAD IS SUSPENDED

BELOW THE -FULCRUMS.

:B. BALANCES COMMONLY KNOWN AS STEELYARDS, oR RoMAN BALANCES, HAVING

.UNEQUAL ARMS.

C. WEIGH BRIDGES.

D. BALANCES WITH EQUAL ARMS AND ON WIIICH THE LOAD IS PLACED ABOVE THE

- FULCRUMS.

A. Balances with equal arms are only to be adrnit+ed to verification when:-

1. The beam shows no material difference as regards the form or.magnitude: of

the two arms.

2. It is provided with a tongue pointing upwards or downwards from its centre,
,t right angles with a line joining the extreme bearings, or with some equivalent

arrangement for indicating the position of equilibrium.

3. It is in equilibrium when a line joining the extreme bearings is perfectly

·borizontal, and returns to that position after being put into vibration.

4. Its arms are equal within the specified limit of error.

5. The balance is sufficiently sensitive to be turned decidedly and promptly by
the addition or withdrawal of so much of the load as represents the error tolerated
by regulations in a commercial weight representing the load.



6. No balance balls or detached parts other than the pans and the con-
nections necessary for attaching ther to the beain :re used for adjusting the balane.

7. The balance, as a whole, is of sufficient strength, and on a sufficiently stable
base, to secure it against change of form or position under the maximum load it is
to carry.

8. The beam will carry its maximum load without deflection.

9. The maximum load for the weighing of which it is to be used is distinctly
engraved or marked on the beam.

10. The knife edges are permanently fixed to the beam.

B. Balances commonly known as Steelyards, or Roman Balances, having
unequal arms, are only to be admitted to verification when

la There is sufficient room for oscillation, and the knife edges on which the
beam oscillates are sufficiently fine to permit it to move freely.

2. The beam is suffBciently strong to carry its lQad without deflection.

3. The bottom of the notches by which the divisions of the long ar'm of the
lever are indicated, and from whicl the weight is suspended,*arc in close approxima-
tion to a right line drawn through the knife cdges forming the points of suspension,
and when such straight lino passes near to and a little above the centre of gravitv of
the whole apparatus :-

4. The divisions on the long ari of the lever are equal among themselves.

5. The weight used with the lever-if it is changeable or can be readily detached
therefrom-is some multiple or sub-multiplo of the pound avoirdupois, and has dis-
tinctly marked on it its true wcight.

6. The maximum weight intended to be weighcd dn it is either distinctly
marked on the beam or indicated by its construction.

C. Weigh Bridges, Hay Scales and Platform Séales will only bc admitted to
verification when :-

1. The foundation or supporting base is s'iuficiently firm, and capable of errying
without change of level or of form or other disturbance, the maximum load for which
it is to be used.



2. If moveable from place to place, some satisfactory arrangement, such as a
level or plummet is provided and permanently attached, for indicating whether the
machine is perfectly level.

3. The piatform is so arranged that any obstruction to its free movement can
be easily detected.

4. All the beams, levers and other parts are of sufficient strength to carry the
maximum load to which they will be respectively subjected without deflection.

5. The knife edges are firmly and permanently fixed in the levers, have sufficient
room to permit free oscillation, and are sufficiently firm.

6. The knife edges and fulcrums of each set of levers are in the same plane.

7. The oscillations are sufficiently evident.

S. The weights used with the instrument are equal to the avoirdupois pound or
to multiples or authorized sub-multiples of the avoirdupois pound, or special weights
for the barrel of flour or for the bushel of wheat, their actual weight and the weight
or special quantity they are intended to indicate on the scale, being plainly marked
thereon.

9. The weights used as above are a decimal sub-multiple, as - , , or a
binary sub-multiple as b, 4, t, etc., of the load indieated by them.

10. There are no moveable balls or detached parts for the adjustment of the
balance accessible, or so placed that they can be used for fraudulent weighing.

11. The apparatus indicates the same weight, whether the lod is placed in the
centre of the platform, on one side of it, or at either corner.

12. The maximum load which the apparatus is intended to weigh is conspicuously
marked on some essential part of it.

D. Balances with equal arms, and on which the load is*carried above the ful-
3rums will only be admitted to verification when: -

1. There is no material difference as to the magnitude or arrangement of the
two arms.

2. Its armp are of equal length within a limit of error equivalent to that tolerated
in commercial weights.

3. There are no balance balls, loose counterpoises pr detached parts other than
the pans necessary for carrying the load weighed, and the weights used for weigh-
ing it.
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4. Its parallel rods, gui des, levers and pivots, by which the adjustment of the
scale is effected, are so constructed that they can not be put out of adjustment with-
out the use of violence, which may be readily detected on inspection.

5. The knife edges or fulcrums of each set of levers or guide-rods are in the same
plane.

6. The balaace is sufficiently sensitive to turn decidedly and promptly by the
addition.and withdrawal of so. mach. of the load as is equivalent to the error tolerated
in commercial weights.

7. Whon there is a tongue or pointer, or. some equivalent .arrangement for
showing when the balance is in equilibrium.

No balances other than such as will come within the conditions under one or other
of the heads, A, B, C or ID, are to be verified or stamped.
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DEPARTMENT OP INLAND REVENUE,

OTTAWA, 2nd January, 1880.

The undersigned bas the honour to submit, for the approval of Your Excellency,

under the Act 42 Vic., cap. 16, sec. 48, the following regulations respecting the
Inspection of Weights and Measures, in continuation of the regulations established
by the Order in Council of the 14th August, 1879.

E. VERIFICATION AND STAMPING OF WEIGHTS, MEASURES AND WEIGHING MAcHINES
on the premises of tho manufacturer, and their removal therefrom.

1. For the first verification and stamping of weights, measures and weighing
machines at the place where they are manufactured, the fees may be paid at once, or
payment may be postponed at the option of the manufacturer, on the following
conditions:-

(a.) The article shall bear the name of the maker, and a consecutive
" shop number " or other marks whereby it may be designated for
identification, with the certificate of verification.

(b.) The verification and stamping may take place before the articles are
packed for removal, and at that state of completion at which they
are finally adjusted by the manufacturer, or at such future time as
may be convenient.

(c.) If the manufacturer pays the fees at once, the ordinary black stamp
expressing the amount of such fees is tc be affixed to the cortificate
of verification, and such certificate must be packed with, or otherwise
attached to the article to which it relates, so as to accompany it.

(d.) If the manufacturer elcets to postpone the payment of the fees, a
special red stamp is to be attached to the certificate of verification,
upon which the amount of fees will not be stated, but the amount
will be stated in the certificate as usual. This certificate must also
be packed with, or attached to the article to which it relates, so as to
accompany it.
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(e.) When articles verified and stamped as above provided for are paclçed,
the packages containing thom must bear on the outside :-

(1.) A duplicate of the "shop number " or other marks by which-
the article contained in it is identiaed.

(2.) The words " Fees paid " or "Fees unpaid," as the case may be.

2. Articles verified and stamped as above provided may be taken for use in trade,
or may pass from the premises of tbe manufacturer to the premises of dealers in such
articles, or from the promises of one dealer in such articles to the promises of another,
but:-

3. Such articles as are accompanied byw a certificate bearing a red stamp or which

are not accompanied by any certi6cate wherein they are identiaed, will be subject to
re-verification and to the payment of fees on the first occasion on whieh they are
found in use for trado purposes by an Inspector or Inspector's assistant.

4. When a miainufaeturer of weights, measures or weighing machines desires to
remove any of the products of his manufaetory to the premises of any dealer in suci
articles without subinitting thom for verification, he may do su on the following
onditions:

(a.) They shall bear the name of the'mnaker and a consecutive "shop
number" or some other marks by which the articles may be
identified.

(b.) If packed, the package shall boar the " shop number " or other marks
by which the articles may be identified; the name of the manu-

facturer and the word " Unnspected."

(c.) The manufacturer shall notify the Inspector of the Division from
whieh the uninspected articles are sent of ÊbQ removal, on a form
which will be supplied by the Department.

P. WEIGHTS, MEAsUBEs AND WEIGHINo MAcHINEs imported iinto Canada are to be
dealt witb as follows:-

1. The Collector of Customs at the ports where such articles are imported will
notify.the nearest Inspector or Assistant Inspector of Weights and Measures of the
entry for consumpiion of a-Iy weights,,mneasures or weighing machines at his port,
which notice will state the number an.d description of such articles as are invoiced,
jand the names and residence of the iparties to whon they are delivered.
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2. So long as such articles romain in the original packages they may be removed

from the Castom House or from a Customs Warehouse to the premises of the importer,
and from the premises of' one dealer in such article, to the premises of another

without inspection, on the following conditions

(a.) When any such goods aro about, to be remnoved, the owner shall
notify the nearest Inspector of Woights and Measures or assistant on
a form supplied by the Departnent, of the nuinber and description of
sucb articles to be romoved.

(b.) The packages containing the articles renoved shall be legibly
marked with the words " Weights," " Heasures ' or " Weighing

M icbines," as the case may be, and the word " Uninspected."

3. When any weights, measures or weighing machines are imported for direct

delivery to a person who intends to use them for purposes of trade, they must be
sent direct froi the Custom House at which they are entered for consumption, to the
office of the Inspector or Assistant Inspector of Weights a:id Measure nenrest to the
Castom Bouse, or nearest to the person to whom they are to bc delivered for trade
purposes, as may be the most convenient, and there verified and stamped before they
are delivered to the party by whom they are to bc ueed in trade.

4. If an importer of or dealer in weights, measures or weighing machines desires
to send any such article from his warehouse before it has been vorified direct to any

person who intends to use it for trade, he may do se, provided such arrangements are
made as wil cause the article to be taken to tho omce of the Inspector or Assistant
Inspector of Weights and Measures nearest to the place where it is to be used, at
whieh office it must be verified before it is delivered for use for trade purposes.

G. Nothing in theso supplementary regulatios, nor in any previous regulations
is to be construed as preventing the importation., manufacture or reinoval of and
Eetting up, before they are verified, of dormant scales or weigh-bridiges of any
description, coming within the requirerments of the lw, but which cannot be used
nor properly verified until they are piaced on a txed foundation. But the use of
such weighing machines for trade purpose is illegal until they have. been verified
and stamped.

H. 1. IRON WEICHTS OF THE DENOMINATION OF HALF A PJUND oR UNDER may be
admitted to verification, provided they are of such substance tha-'. a soft metal plug
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<n whicli the stamp may be impressed, can be securely fixed therein, and when sech
soft metal plug is so fixed in them by the parties who present them for verification.
But,-

2. Wben any iron weight is presented for verification or when any snch weight
is found ii use from which a soft metal plug has been lost, it shall not be adjusted or
re-stamped until the bole in which the plug was inserted has, in the presence of the
Inspector, been enlarged at the bottom, so that the expansion of the lead used for
adjusting it will prevent its subsequently falling out.



Schedule A. 0F WEIGHTS TO BE ADMITTED TO VERIFICATION.

DOXMIION WEIGHTS. WEIGHTS TO BE TOLBRATED TILL
1ST JULY 1880.

AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHITS. Troy or Bulilon AVoinDuoIs WEIGiT.Weights.

0 20"2CI10 " 7 "

10 10 3 " 10 " 250 4 14 4 c 4 " 14 "

50 " ( 50 5 0 " 24 2 " 2 "
3~4 ") 3 . 0" 1 a 1 1 2

I .20

2 " 2 "g 2 "c 10 "
1 c"i 1 "i 5 "c
8 ozs. 3 "6

4 c 2 4

2" 0"12 "0 4 " 7
1 "10 . 0 " 5 " 4 ' 4 " 4

8 drs.,.
4 " 2.2 "
2 " .2 " 

" .05 "
tgz.3 "

1000 grrs. .02 "
600 " 2.01
300 " .005 "

200 " .003
100 " .00 "

60 " .001
0 "

20.
10 "
6 "

3 "
1 "

.6 "0

.3

.2

10"

.06"

.03"

.02" 

.01"

3



A'.7inDUPois WEIGHTS.

From 50 lbs. down to one pound,
cylindrical, with knob.

The same with ring.

Rectangular block, with ring or
handle[cast solid.

Truncated square pyramid.

From 5 lbs. down to one-half
dram. Any of the above forms;
also flat dises in nests.

A 60 lb. weight for the bushel
of wheat, of some form sufficiently
distinct from the foiras herein des-
cribed to prevent the one being
mistaken for the other.

GRAIN WEIGHTS.

From 1,000 grains down to ten
grains, Cylindrical, with a smiall
rising stom and knob.

Six grains and under. Bent
platinum or aluminium wire so

ent as to represent the number
of grains or decimal parts of a
grain.

In every case the denomination
of the weights, when of sufficient
size, must he cast, engraved, or
stamped oni hem in bold legible
numerals, of n size duly propor-
tioned to the -ze of the weight.

TROY WEIGHTS.

From 500 ounces down to ono
ounce, Truncated cone with knob.

From 5 ounces down to -001
ounce, flat square plates.

The denomination to be engrav-
ed or stamped on the top of the
knob of each weight, in as large
numerals as the size of the weight
will admit ; and, also, on the face
of the smaller weights.

Schedule B. OF TIHE FOR3MS OF WE[GHTS TEAT WILL BE ADMITTED
TO VERIFICATION.

DOMINION WEIGHTS.



OF FEES TO BE COLLECTED POR VERIFCATION OF WEIGHTS.

DOMSINION WEIGHTS.

Avoirdupois Wcighits. Troy Weighis.

i Vert-
. Vertfication Fecs. .2 J7c

- tion
] J'ecs.

cts. ets. ets.t
60 Ibs. 25 25 30 500 oz. 50
50 " 20 20 25 300 " 40
30 " 20 20 25 200" 35
20 " 20 20 25 100" 30
10 " 10 10 15 50". 20

5 " 5 5 10 .30 « 20
3 " 5 5 10 20" 20
2 " 5 5 10 10" 20
1 " 5 5 10 5" 15
8 oz.
4 "
2 "
1 "
8 drams
4 "e
2 "i

½- "

Setasabove
fiom 50
lbs. down
to 1 lb...

Do.do. from
8 oz. to i
dram ....

Set of grain
weights,
from1000
grs.down
to.01 of a
grain, in
author-
ized se-
ries.

5'

5_
5 -
5
5

55

1.00

30

90

1.20

3
2
1"

.5

.3

.2

.1

.05

.03

.02

.01

.005

.003
.002
.001

Set asabove
from 500
oz. to 1 oz

Do. from 5
oz. down
to .001.i

Weights Vo be tolerated

Weights to be tolerated
til Ist July, 1880.

Avoirdupois Weighis.

Denomi-
nation.

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

2.50

,1.50

Veridication Fes.

ets.
30
25
20
15
10
5
5

ets.
30'
25
20
15
10
5
5

Cas--d.

cts.
35
30
25
2o
15
10
10

Schedule C.



Schedule D. OF TI1 DONINION MEASURES OF CAPACITY THAT MAY · XB
ADMITTED TO VERIFICATION.

DENOMINATION& MATERIAI2.

.A.-BUsiiEL.

I.4L BUSHEL.

PECK.

GA LLON.

May be made of-

1. Bronze or

2. Hammered
per, stre
bimilar
Straps.

3Sheet Iro0
8trength
measure
cither wi

4. Wood of
with iron
of wood,
ently t
brand.

Brass, cast.

Sheet Brass
ngthened by
metal, aad

or Cop-
rime of
upright

n, when of sufficient
to ratain the form of the
under ordinary usage,
th wood. or iron bottoms.

any suitable quality-
or hardwood rim. When
the edge to be sdufici-

hick to receive the

B.-- GALLON.
HALF GALLON.
QUART.
PINT.
H-IALF-PINT.
GILL.
]HALF GILL.

May be made of-

1. Bronze or Brass, cast.
2. Hammered Sheet Brass or Cop-

per, with suitable rim of similar
Metal.

3. Hard Pewter.
4. Stout tin plate of approved

No measure of capacity, of which the sides or bottom are in-
dented, battered, or knocked out of the regular form, wiil be admitted
to verification, nor any whose bottoms are not safficiently strong to
carry the contents without changing their form.

Schedule E. OF TIHE FORMS OF MEASURES OF CAPACITY THAT MAY B71
ADMITTED TO VERIFICATION.

DOMINION MEASURES-CYLINDRICAL.
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Schedule F. Of Fees to be collected for verification of Measures of Capacity.

DOMINION MEASURES.

Bushel .............. .........................
j Bushel ...... ............................
Peck ..................... ....................
Gallon..........................................
j Gallon..........................
Quart............................
Pint ...........................................
ý Pint ....... ...........................
Gil ........ .................

j U11........................... ...........

Set from Bushel to Gallon................

Set from Gallon to j Gill .................

MAT2RIAL.

Cts. Cts. Cts. Cts. cts8

30 30 20 10

25 25 l5 ..à'

20 20 15 .. 5

15 10 10 15 5

10 10 10 10 5

10 10 5 10 ..

5 5 5 5 ..

75 75 50 ... 20

40 40 30 40 ..



Schedule G. OF FE ES TO UE Cil.ARGED FOR TUE VERIFICATION oF WEIoG-BRDOES,
1PLATIoRM SCALES, WEIGHING MACHINES, BALANCES AND STEEL-
YARDS.

BALANCES WITII EQUAL ARMS, whether the load
below the fuleruims:

To weigh not more than 5 1bs. in
eac h pan.... ..... ............ 800 30

To weigh not more than 50 lbs. in
each pan.....:...................... 00 50

To weigh not more ti.an 100 lbs.
in each pan ................. ....... 00 75

To weigh over 100 lbs. in each pan 1 00

STEELYtDS WITH DIVIDED ARm-

To weigh not more than 500 lbs.800
1,000 Ibs. 00
2,000 Ibs. 1

" over 2,000 îbs...........

BALANCES wITH UNEQUAL Ai1s,
NOr DIVIDED-

To weigh nlot more than 1,000 lbs.$00
2.000 lbs. 1
4,000 lbs. 1

is carried above or

To be verified at the In-
spector's Office. If

50 verified elsewhore cost
75 of carriage of weights
00 used for verification to
50 be charged extra.

Same as above as to cart-
75 age.
00
50

WEIGH-BRInGES Oit PLATFORM SCALES-

To wci-.h not more than 250 Ibs.$00 50 And in addition to these
500 lbs. 00 75 rates the cost of carting

2,000 lbs. 1 00 the weights used for
4,000 Ibs. 1 50 verification.
6,000 lbs. 2 00 .

And for eaeh additional ton....... 00 50



Or LINEAL MEASURES TIIAT 3LAY BE ADMITTED TO VERIFICATIoN.

DENOMINATION. MATERIAL.

10 feet measure
6
5 cc cc

3 " "

yard
2 feet, ("
1 foot "

J foot "

These measures may be made of any suitable
Or yard. metal, or of straight grained wood.

When of wood, the ends must be protect-
ed by metal tips well secured.

Chain or Riband, 100'ft.
"C " 50"

The chains of iron or steel with solid joints.
Divided into feet.
Riband, 66 « The Ribands may be of steel, or of metal

" c 33 c wire woven with other fibre.

Divided into -links.

Common tape lines are not to be vorifßed.

0F FEES TO BE CHARGED FOR VERIFICATION oF LINEAÉ MEASURES.

Of Me
10 feet................................. 25
6 " ............................... 25
5 " .............................. 25

3 " or yard..................... 8'
i yard ............................... 8
2 feet................................ 2
1 foot ................................ 2

. ........... ........ 2
Chain or Riband, 100 feet ...... $1.50

"C "C 50 " . 1.00
" 66 ...... 1.00

.".33 " ...... .75

tal. Of Wood.
ts. 20 ets.

20
20

5
5
2
2
2

The fees charged for the verifi-
cation of any Lineal Measure
shall includo the charge for the
verification of its subdivisions.

If upon a second or any subsequent verification the Weights, Measures
and Weighing Machines submitted are found to be correct within
the tolerated error, one Jourth of the fees hereby imposed
shall be remitted upon the production of satisfactory evidence
of the former verification.

Schedule I.

Schedule H.
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WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

Schedule K.-Of Remedy or Allowance for Error.

AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHTS.

STANDARDS. ATRADE WEIGHTS.

Denomination Actual Allo ctual Denomination Actual Allow- Actual
Dnrnain ctl lo-Allowancc in Of W 'hts -nei xes Allowance l

Of Weights. ance in excess. deflciency. o eihs. ance in excess. deflciency.

lbs. Grains. Grains. Ibs. Grains. Grains.
50 5-0 2-5 50 50 20
30 " 30 30 10
20 20 20 8
10 2.0 1 10. 10 5

5"'5 5 3

2 0-25 0-125 2 2 1
1 '1 .2 1
8 oz. CL 8 oz.

2 "g 2 4 0·5 0-5
1 " 0-05 0-025 1
8 drm. 8 drm.
4 c4 cc

2 2
1 0· L:25 02

BULLION WEIGBTS.

Trov oz. Grains. Grains. Troy oz. Grains. Grains.
500 1·0 0-5 500 1-0 0·5
400 400
300 300
200 200 t
100 025 0-125 100. 0•25 0•125

50 ci cc 50 "
40 ci 40 CL cc

30 30 I
20 20 t
10 0-025 0·0125 10 0-025 0-0125

5 Cc 5 cc

4 iC cc C, Lce

cc 3 C cc

2 "t cc 2 Ic Li
1 0-005 0·0025 1 0·005 0,025

05 cc CC 03
0-3 t 0-3 C
0'2 C et 0-2 ci
0·1 C c0-1C:c
0 05 " c 0-05
0·01 c 0·04 9e
0·03 c 003 t te
0-02 0·02
0.01 0-01.01
0.005 0005
0-004 0.004
0003 0003 t " 4
0.002 0-002 C
0.001 0-001



DECIMAL GRAIN WEIGHTS.

STANDARDS. TRADE WEIGFITS.

Denomination Actual Allow- Actnal
of Weight. ance in excess. deficincy.

Grains. Grains. Grains.
4000 0'05 0-025
2000
1000
500 0-04 002
301)
200
100
50 002 001
30
20
10
5 0.01 0.005
3

1L C

0·6 0.005 0.0025
0.3
0-2

0 000125
0·03 0 000
0-02 0-002 1 0-001

- -

Denomination Actual Allow- Actual _
of Weight. ance in excess. dcfcnencyi

Grains. Grains. Grains.
4000 0'05 0-0025
2000
1000

500 9'4 0-02
300
200
100
50 0.02 001
30 c
20
10
5 0.01 0.005
3

1

0-3
0-2
0-1
0-06 | 0.0025 0·00125
o'03 L " c

S 0'02 0·002 0'001

| 0-01
-.

MEASURES OF LENGTH.

Measure. TRADE MASURES

Inch. lnch. Inch. Inch.
10 feet............ 0.05 005 10 feet 005 005
6 C& ....... ". ..... g 1
3 ... ......... 0 01 .
2 "......I " c cg 2

n 4 . Inch...........

MEASURES 0F CAPACIMY.

Grainsweightof Grains*weightof1

ncater. water.

Bushel. .. 'f..... 280 280 Bushel....... -0.0
tBushel........ 140 140 j6 Bushel ...........

Peck .............. ~ 70 "70 ............ -
Gallon... 50 Gaon

SGallon 25 25 G ..........
uart...... 10 10 Quart ......... · 0 refrence to these mesure

Pint........ 10 10 Pinth......... the Inspector will reject thex
Grains8 8 Pit........ when upon ordinary test the

Bushl. ............ 8 8 | Bushe...........error le obvions to the eye.
uh. . 40 14 Gil ............

G .n ..... ........ I 5 5 G ili............ J
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PLATFO1%N SCALES, WEIGII BRIDGES AND BALANCES WITI
UNEQUAL ARMS.

Al these veighing machines Vill bc rejected:
1st. When with a full load and trnly balanced, the movement of the lever

weight one "notch " or division on the gradnated lever, in either direction, does not
cause the lever to turn decidedly in accordance vith such inovement;

2nd. When with a full load, or with any less load, and with the balance in
cquilibrium, the addition or removal of one two-thousandth ptt of the load, to or
from the load, does not turn the lever decidedly in accordance witlh such addition or
removal.



Circular
N-188A. 3

DEPARTMENT OF INLAND REVENUE,
OTTAWA, August 22, 1879.

Sia,-llercwith you will receive several doucuments, which
are for your instruction in- relation to your duties as Inspector
of Weiglhts and Measures.

1. You are to understand at the outset that all former Depart-
mental instructions to Deputy Inspectors, except in so far as they
are embodied in the accompanying documents, are cancelled.

2. In order to prepare yourself for the intelligent performance of
your duties, it is necessary that you should

(a.) Carefully study and acquire a thorough knowledge of
the Act 42 Vie., cap. 16;

(b.) Make yourselif thoroughly master of the regulations made
by the Order in Council of the 14th August, 1879

(c.) You will then carefully study the Departmental regulations
as to the manner of testing and verifying weights,
measures, and weighirg machines, and as to the manner of
using the. instruments, standards, aud other apparatus
supplied to you for that purpose.

3. You will, at as early a date as possible, submit to this Depart-
ment, a report as to what duties you propose to assign to each of
your assistants, and with reference to such of them as, by the torns
of their appointment, are directed to reside at a distance from your
office you will report what portion of your division you propose to
place under their immediate survey, bearing in mind, however, that
ail your assistants are to be available at all times to assist you in
the performance of any duties you may require of them within
your division, and that the Department may find it expedient to
assign to somo one or more of your assistants the survey of some
portion of an adjacent Division, of which, however, you will be
advised.

4. Before proceedirg on the duties of inspection at any considorable
distance from your office, or from the residence ofyour assistants, you
will receive fron this Departmentan itinerary showing the routes of
travel to be followed, the order in which each place is to be visited,
the mode of conveyance to be used, and the estimated expense
necessary for each journey.

5. You will bear in mind that you are not to incur any expenses for
travelling, nor for any other service, without having firstsubmitted
the proposed expenditure to the Department, and obtained cither a
special approval in each case, or such general authority as will
justify you in incurring the expenses referred to.

6. Having made yourseif master of the details of youriduties, and
received authority thereto, you and your assistants will proceed to
visit the places where weights and measures subject to inspection
are used or kept, arranging your visits so as to complete your tour
within the period-two years-prescribed by the Act.



7. Tbe larg0 centres of business will almost exclusively occupy
your time during your fßrst year of office, and to these places you
will first give your attention so as to carry out th.e inspection first
at the most important places.

8. Although the'Inspector and his assistants must inspect weights,
measures and weigbing machines when presented at the office, it is
the intention of the Department that they shall be inspected,
as far as possible, at the places of business where they
are in use, and for this purpose the portable kit will be
sufficient for all weights, measures, &c., which are witbin
its compass, as explained in the accompanying description ;
but whenever any dispute arises as to the resuilt of such test,
or when any error so great as to indicate fraud is discovered, or any
grave doubts arise as to the accuracy of the test so applied, either
the articles tested should be removed to your office or to the near-
est Inland Revenue office where standards and apparatus are kept
in working order, and compared with the principal standards, or
the standards and apparatus for applying them should be taken te
the place where the articles to be tested are in use, the course
taken being in each case that which will cause the smallest expense.
When the articles so tested are ascertained to, be false, as
alleged by the Inspector, the owner must bear the expense incurred
in addition to the fees; but if they are found to be correct within
the tolerated error, the cost incurr°d for removing them or the
standards will be borne by the Department.

9. For testing weigh-bridges, dormant scales and heavy platform
scales the standards will necessarily bo carried to the places where
they are in use. The iron fifty-pound standards are issued for this
service, and the nurmber used for testing this description of weighing
machine should be as large in propoÉtion to the full capacity of the
machine tested as circumstances will permit.

10. If there are in. your division any wholesale dealers in, or
manufacturers of weights or weighing machines, you will endeavour
to meet, as far as possible, theirconvenience as to the time at which
their articles shall be inspected, and at places where the number of
such articles manufactured or sold is considerable, standards,
balances, &c., will, on requisition, be supplied by the Department to
remain continuously for use at each of such places, if the proprie.
tor will provide a safe placo wherein they nay be kept under crown
lock when not in se by you or your assistants; provided algo, that
such other reasona ble precautions are taken as the Department may
consider necessary for their.safety.

11. Your attention is especially directed to -section 41 of the Act
herein referred to, by which you will observe that you and your
assistants, not only have the power to enter premises where weights,
measures and weighing machines are used, but that, in addition to
the regular visits made once in two years, it is the duty of yourself
and your assistants to visit such places at uncertain times, and with-
out previous notice, in order to insure compliance with the provisions
of the Act; but you are not to charge any verification fees on such
occasions, except -when the articles verified are tested forthe first
time, or when such articles are verified at the request of the owner.
In making. these visits yon will take care to act discretly and in
such muanner as will give no just cause for offenee.
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12. If when making the occasional inspection referred to in the
preceding paragraph, you discover any fradulent or unjust weights,
measures or weighing machines, you wili seize them, and at once
communicate all particulars to the Department.

13. By.section 38 of the Act, Inspectors are -permitted to adjust
weights when authorised to do so by Dopartmental instruction, but
you are on no accountto attempt the adjustmer.tof balances, platform
scates or weigh-bridges, nor are you to undertake the adjustmont of
weights until special Departmental instructions are issued and a
tariIf of fees established for:that.service.

14. As you are responsible to the Department for the safety of
the standards, balances and other apparatus placed in your charge,
you are not, on any protenco whatever, to allow thom to pass
from under your control, or to be used for any purpose whatever by
any one except yourself or the assistants appointed under the Act,
and you are required to be exceedingly careful with all the stan-
dards and apparatus, bearing in mind that in cleaùing them no
other means are to be used than an oiled rag, chamois skin or other
similar appliance, -which will be supplied on requisition, and yon
are especially cautioned against the use of emery paper, sand paper,
rotten stone or any like article. Whon oil is used for cleaning any
of the standards, it must bo carefully wiped off to prevent its
oxidizing or drying on the standards. This precaution is especially
necessary with.reference to the standards of -weight.

15. You -will see that each of your assistants is in possession.of a
copy of these instructions, and of the documents which accompany
them, and you will communicate to them, from time to time, copies
of all explanations or additional instructions that may be communi-
cated to you by the Department.

16. It will be your duty to report promp ly to the Department
any failure of duty on the part of your assistants, that may come to
your knowledge.

17. Your attention is especially rdirected to the accompanying
documents in reference to :-

(a.) The transmission of money to the Department;
(b.) The use of the stamps and keeping accounts thereof;
(c.) The manner of conducting your correspondence with the

Department.

18. The instructions as to the manner of keeping the books and
of using the forms issued to youi, will be found attached to the books,
etc., issued, but should you require any additional instructions in
relation thereto, you are to apply to the Department for tho informa-
tion you require, unless you can at once and more conveniently
obtain it from the Chief or District Inspectors of Inland iRovenue,
who will aiso act as Chief and District Inspectors of Weights and
IMeasures.

I bcg to remain,
Your obedient servant,

Commissioner.



DESCRIPTION OF TH E PORTABLE KIT.

The Portable Kit is suppliedfor facilitating the inspection of Weights and
Y.Measures during thie annual tour of the Inspector or his Assistant. It is also to
be used when visiting any place for the purpose of ascertaining whether light
weights, short measzres or illegal weighing machines are used.

Il weighs about 26 lbs. and contains all that is necessaryjor local inspec-
tion of Legal Weights and Measures. Ils use, however, requires both cape and
intelligence, and Inspectors will not be competent Io use il until they fully
understand thefollowing description and instructions, which will be su/Jiciently
clear Io those who carefully study then, and ai the sanie lime, examine ilie parts
of the Kit referred to.

Before unstrapping the cover of the KiT, or before attempting to open it, place
it firmly with its bottom side-i, e., the side to which the buckles and brass rings are
attached-on a strong level table or counter. Stress is laid on this direction, because
if opened wrong side up, the nest of weights may be scattered about, and the smaller
ones may be lost. Be very careful, also, not to move the Kit without first closing
the case and buckling the straps.

When opened, the Kit will be found to contain:

1. Apparatus for weighing up to 50 lbs, consistinq of:-

(a) Balance-bearn, made to be used either as an equal or unequal balance.

(b) Two small pans for the equal balance.

(c) Platforr or large steel pan to be used on the short end of the unequal
balance.

(d) Four links or hooks, with v bearings. The largest one for suspending
the beam to the bracket; the next in size for suspending th e large
steel pan or platforn to the beam, and the two smaller ones for
suspending the smalt pans to the ends of the beam.

(e) An iron bracket or frame upon which the beam is to hang.

(f) A nest of weights, viz.:

2 of 2 lbs., each.
1 each of 1 lb., 8 oz., 4 oz., 2 oz., 1 oz., 8 draebms, 4 drachms, 2

drachrs, 1 drachm, and 2 of 1 drachm each.

(g) A box containing a snall balance, with its pans, standard, and a 8et
of grain weights, consisting of:

6gr., 3gr.,2gr., 1 gr.
.6 gr., .3 gr., .2 gr., .1 gr.

2. A folded standard yard. subdivided into feet and inches.

3. A guage-rod for testing legal measures of capacity.

.e Before moving any of the pieces, carefully observe how each of the pieces is dis-
pose 7 in the case, so as to be able to restore them to the same position after using them.



An examination of the KIT will show that the 'balance-beam has four
knife-edges or falcrums:-

A central one whieh fits into the largo link and serves to suspend it from
the bracket.

One at each end, from which the small brass pans are suspended when
used as. a balance, with equal arms.

One at a distance from the centre, equal to one-tenth of the distance
between the centre and the end fulcrums.

The links are placed on these knife-edges or fulcrums as previously
described. Thoy must be examined, so as to ascertain their proper
positions, and carefully handled so as to avoid injury to the-
bearings.

When setting up the balance for use:

First set up the bracket by placing its end in the socket attached to the
bottom of the case, and secure it-there by inserting in the hole
provided for that purpese the small pin attached by a chain, to the-
bottom of the case.

Then take the large link and book it into the eye at the top of the bracket.
Next take the balance-beam and place its centre knife-edge in the last

mentioned link, the fulerm of the short'arm to the right.
If it is to be used as an equal balance-beam, place one of the small hooks

on the knife-edges at each end of the beam, and book one of the
brass pans to each of them. Observe thiat the angular ends of these
hooks go on the knife-edges. It is then ready for use, and, if properly
set up, will, with five pcunds in each pan, turn decidedly with Two
grains, and as the toleration of error in commercial weights, from
excess to deficiency, is eight grains for five pounds, the balance
will weigh with sufficient accuracy.

NOTE.- When Using this beam always keep the box containing the small balance in
its place, so that it may serve as a rest for the right hand pan.

If the beam is to be used as an unequal balance, remove the pan and hook
from the right band end of the beam.

Place the second sizc-hook.on the knife-edge next the centre.
Hook on the steel pan or platform. The balance should then be in

equilibrium, but to determine whether it is so or not, steady it
with the band in a level position, and observe whether it has a
decided tendency to turn ono way or the other. If there is z,
decided tendency one way or the other, it must he counteracted
by the addition of counterpoise weights in tho ligbt side till it
exactly balances.

To test a twenty-pound weight, place it in the large pan, and place a two-pound
standard in the small one. If the weight is exact, ten grains on the large pan will
turn the beam, and as the toleration of error for commercial weights from excess to
deficiency is 28 grains for twenty pounds, the weight can be teEted within that
rernedy.

s1-The testinrg of weights by the u.equai arm demands great care. The weight
must beplaced exactly in the centre of the large pan. T/is should be done by actual
measurement. The pan must be steadied by the hand, so as to place the tongue of the
beam upright, and the tendency in either direction must be carefully observed, as well as
the number of grains necessary to counteract the tendency. Observe, also. that the
number of grains placed in the large pan with the weight, to be verified, count at :their
nominal value, while the number placed in the small pan must be multiplied by ten. Thus:
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If ·ten grains are required -in the large pan 10 produce an equilibriun, 'the ;weight is ten
grains light ; but if it isfound necessary to place fßoe grains in -the small,pan, itheniti
weight in ihe large pan isfßfty grains too heavy.

Although the balance is made to -weigh up to fifty pounds, and willdo so with
sufficient accuracy, if proper câre is used, it will not be necessary; nor is it desirable,
to use it for the verification of greater weights than 20 lbs. When in equilibrium,
with 30 lbs., in the large pan, the bhAým will turn very decidedly by the addition of
ten grains in the large, or one-tenth of a grain in the small-pan, in cases ofemergency,
therefore, 30 lb. woights may be verified in the balance, but great care is necessary
in doing so.

For the verification of fifty and thirty-pound.weights, or the 56 and 28 lb. weights
tolerated till 1880, it will be desirable to use the trader's balance, provided he has
one that can be adnit.ted to verification under the regulations. If ho has no such
balance, it will not be necessary to verify his heavy weights, as he could not legally
use them. But if he has a suitable balance, after. testing his weights .of. 4he ,owor
denominations. such of them as are admitted to verification may be used with the
verified balances for testing his weights of the higher denominations.

In testing the tolerated weights, that of7 lbs. may be tested with the equl arms,
but the 14 lb. weight must be tested with the unequal arms, and the counterpoise
for it will be 1 lb. 6oz. 6 drachns and 11 grains.

The Kit also contains a brass guage-rod for testing Dominion measures of
capacity.

On reference to the Order in Council of flie 14th..Aug. 1879, it will be observed
that all Dominion measures.of.eapacity are required to be truly cylindrical, and such
measures may be tested with eufficient .accuroy for ordinary trade transactions by
this gauge-rod, but wlen extreme.accuracy=is required, the standard measures must
be used.

Instructions as te the use of the the guage.rod are engraved on its edges. They
are extrenely simple, and can hardly be misunderstood.

(a) On the side marked " diameter," measure the diameter of the 'vesse
in two directions crossing each other at right angles, and if there
is any difference, the mean of the two is to ha used.

(b) On the side marked " deptlhs," measure t1 o depth of the vessel. This
in largo vessels should be done in several places, laying a straight
edge across the rim for taking the depth near the centre. If there
is any difference in the depths so taken, the meai is to be used.

tr If the measures are ?ade in the proportion as to depth and diameter given in t/W
Schedule of Dimensions, issued by the Department, they will exactly correspond with the
divisions on the rod. These -dimensions are not inperative and may be varied without
affecting the occuracy of the resuit arrived at by the gauge-rod if the vessel is truly cylindrical
:When they do not exactly correspond with the division lines on the rod the fractions of the
division may be estimated with sueìcient accuracy.

If the mensures are correct, the depth added to the diameter, as ehown by the
gauge-rod, will be:

For a h gill.................................................. 10
gil...................................................... .20
" pint.................. .............................. 30
pint.......... .................... 40
quart.................................................. 50
i gallon........... ............. ............... 60
gallon................. ............................ 70
peck................................................... 80

bushel................ 90
ushel ............................................. .. 100

The other instrument contained iii the Kit is the standard yard of brass. This
is subdivided into feet, inches and tenths of an inch, Its use does not require any
special instructions.



ART. L-INTRUCTIONS FOR VERIFICATION OF BALANCES WIT[ EQUAL ARMS.

The Officer will first make hinself thoroughly acquainted with the following
&ction of the Order in Council of August 141h, 1879:

"A. Balances with equal arms are only to be admnitted to verification when:
1. The beam mhows no material difference as regards the forn or nmagnitude of

the two arms.
2. It is provided with a tongue pointing upwards or downwards from its centre,

at right angles wit a lino joining the extreme bearings, or with some eqvivalent
arrangement for indicating the position of equilibrium.

3. It is in equilibrium when a line joining the extreme bearings is perfectly
horizontal. and returns to that position after being put into vibration.

4. Its arms are equal within the specified limit of error.
5. The balance is sufficiently sensitive to be turned decidedly and promptly by

the addition or withdrawal of so much of the load as represents the error tolerated
by regulations in a commercial weight representing the load.

6- No balance balls or detached parts other than Lhe pans and the connections
necessary for attaching them to the beam are used for adjusting the balance.

7. The balance, as a whole, is of sufficient strength, and on a sufflciently stable
base, to secare it against change of form or position under the maximum load it is to
.carry.

8. The beam will carry its maximum load without deflection.
9. The maximum load for the -weighing of which it is to be used is distinctly

engraved or marked on the beam.
10. The knife edges are permanently fixed to the beam.
Then proceed to determine whether the ùalance submitted to verification com-

plies with the above conditions.
1. As to §§ 1, 2, G, 7, 8, 9, 10, by a careful examination.

- With reference to the conformity of the balance with the requirements of § 1, 7,
8, 10, the Inspector must necessarily rely upon his technical knowledge.

2. As to § 3:

(a) Observe whether the beam, with the pans'suspended to it, is in equili
brium withqut any load.

(b) Place a load in each pan equal to about half the load which the balance
is designa.ted to carry, and carefully adjust the loads, so that the
beani is in perfect equilibrium.

(c) Determine by means of a plummet and string whether the pointer or
tongue is vertical.

(d) Make the balance vibrato through a considerable are, say about.20
degrees, and observe wbether it recovers itself readily, and thon
deter'mine by means of the plummet as before, whothor it returns
to the same position when in equilibrium.

If these tesi, are satisfhctory,7it may than betested-

3. As to its conformit, y with § 4, asfollows:

(a) Change the loads from one pan to the other; observe whether the
beam romains in equilibrium with the loads thus transposed.

(b) Cause the beam to vibrate, and observe whether it returns to tile
same position of equilibrium as before. If it does, it complies witti
this §. If it does not return to equilibrium

(c) Determine by use of the grain veights how much it requires in either
pan to restore.equilibîium.

(d) Make a similar test with the full load the beam is marked to carry.
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If the weight added to the load in either pan, in order to restore equilibrium, is
more than g th of the load, the beam must be rejected.

If the balance is not rejected under the preceding test, it must then be tested-

4. With reference to its conformity witlh the requireients of § 5, as follows:
(a) Place a load in each pan equal to the full weight which the beam is

marked to carry, and adjust the loads so that the beam is in equili-
brium.

(b) Place, with the load in the left hand pan, the weights equal to the
remedy of error allowed for weights equal to the load then in the
pan, as per " Schedule of renedy," and observe whether the balance
turns quicldy and'decidedly.

(c) Remove'the Remedy Weights from the left to the right hand pan, and
observe whether there is a quick and decided corresponding turn of
the beam.

If the beam fails to turn decidedly under these conditions-in.either direction, it
must be rejected.

ART. II.-INSTRUTION5sFOR THE VERIFICATION OF STEELYARDS.

The Inspecting Oficer rust first make himself fully acquainted with the follow-
ing Section of the Order in Council of August 14th, 1879:

"B. Balances commonly known as STEELYARDs or Roman balances having unequal
arms, are only to be admitted to verification when-

1. There is sufficient room for oscillation, and the knife edges on which the beam
oscillates are sufficiently fine to permit it to move freely.

2. The Leam is sufficiently strong to carry its load without deflection.
3. The bottom of the notches by which the divisions of the long arm of the lever

are indicated, and from which the weight is suspended, are in close approximation to
a right line drawn through the knife edges forming the points of suspension, and
-when such straight line passes near to and a little above the centre of gravity of the
whole apparatus.

4. The divisions on the long arm of the lever are equal among themselves.
5. The weight used with the lever-if it is changeable or eau be readily detached

therefrom-is some multiple or sub-nultiple of the pound avoirdupois, and has
distinctly marked on it its truc weight.

6. The maximum weight intended to be weighed on it is either distinctly marked
on the beam or indicated by its construction.

The graduated arm of the common Steelyard usually consists of a square bar,
with notches in the upper and lower angles to define the divisions. The beam has
usually two points of suspension, and two tongues or pointers for indicating its
equilibrium pointing in opposite directions.

One of the angles of the graduated arm is divided so as to weigh the lower
denomination of weights; the other, for the higher denomination. The divisions as
also the pointer in use will. of course, always be on the upper angle or side,

This instrument may bu nade to indicate weights with sufficient accuracy, but
generally it is very roughly irade, and as a necessary consequence it is very unre-
liable. There should, therefo be no hesitation in rejecting it when its indications
are not within the tolerated remecdy.

Steelyards are, however, in use which have been made in a yery superior manner,
and a careful and experienced weigher can obtain with them results .which approxi-
mate very etosely to the truth.

It is nainly with iference 1o these last mentioned weighing machines that the
following regulations a Lo the verifications of Balances with une qual arns" have
been prepared:

1 The hrspecting Oicer must satisfy himself, by careful exanination, that the
requirements of section B above quoted are complied with. This as to §§



1, 5, 6, mnay -be done by cxainiatious only ; but with reference to> t/e othur
paragraphs the followmig tests must be applied.

2. The strength of the beam will be tested asfollows:
(a) Suspend from the short arm of the lover the heaviest load which the

beami is made to carry, and place the counterpoisc ut the division
line repre: en ti ng such load.

(b) Stretch a tine thread along tne side of the lever when unloaded and
again when loaded, and observe il the beam has changed its form.

For this test of beams made to carry one or more tons, the short arm of the lever
may be fastened by means of a small chain or sufficiently strong wire to sonie fixed
object beneath it as a beo;n in the floor or, other suitable objeît of sufficient stability,
and the counterpoise may then be moved to the extreme end of the long arm of the
lever.

3. The beam may be tested with reference to § 3 of the Rnegulations asfollows:

(a) Stretch a fine thread along the bean, so as to coincide as nearly as
possible with the bttom of the notches or other bearing points to
which the counterpoise is suspended, and extend it beyond the
edge of the knife-edge on the short arm of the lever. Thon note
how nearly the thread coincides vith the main point of suspension
aind.the knife-edge that carries the load.

4. With reference to § 4 of the Regulations proceed as follows:
(a) Compare the principal divisions with each other, so as to determine

whether they are equal among thenselves. This may be most
conveniently done by means of a pair of steel bow-dividers with
very fine points, taking care to place the points opposite to, but
not in the bottom lino of the division,. The sub-divtsions may be
compared iii the same way with the points of the dividers, so far
opeu as to embrace several divisions.

5. When .the counterpoise, with its supports are so attached to the long arm of
the beam that it cannot .be renoved without breaking or cuting some part of
the metal, the beai nay be tested as fotows, after the previous tests have
been completcd:

(a) Suspend fror-the short arm of the betmn a weight equal to about
three fourths of the full load the beam is made to carry; place the
beam in equilibrium by means of the couinterp)oise and observe
whether it oscillates freely, and whether after puttinig it in oscilla-
tion it returns to a horizontal position.

(b) Remove the load, and if the beamn is not provided with a scale pan to
which it is properly adjusted, sone suita>le means must be pro-
vided for suspending the standards .from the short arm of the beam
-for small beams, an ordinary scale pan will (te-but whatever is
used, it sho1id be exactly balanced by a small weight used as a
counternoise on the extreme end of the long arm of the beam, or
if this can not be conveniontly donc, the scale pan or otber
appliance may be so adjusted as to weigh the exact weight indi-
cated by one or more integral divisions on the beam. In the
latter case, allowance for the weight of the scale pan, &c., miust be
made in every comparison.

(c) Place standards in the pan and test the accuracy of the beam by
noticing whether it weighs theni accurately.

6. If the beam is made to weigh a greater weight than there are.stlindards to
represent or than can be convcniently attached to it the test may be made



as far as possible in the manner above directed, and continued in the follow-
ing manner:

(a) Load it with a 50 lbs. standard, and note if it weighs it correctly.
(b) Add another 50 lb. standard to the load and again note whether the

additional load is truly indicated.
(c) Measure with the dividers, as above directed, the distance between

the two divisions indicating the 50 lbs. and 100 lbs., and compare
this distance with ibe divisions indicating additional fifties alorig
the whole length of the arm.

If the distances for each additional 50 lbs. of load are equal among themselves,
the beam may be assumed to be correct.

7. When the counterpoises can be readily renoved from the beani, or when more
than one counterpoise is used with it.

g&- In this case the maximum weight the beam is made to carry must be legibly
inscribed on it and

The actual weight in avoirdupois pounds or authorized multiple or sub-
multiple thereof of each counterpoise, must be marked on it in the
same manner as is required with reference to weights usèd with plat-
form seales.

When the beam conforms to the regulations in the above mentioned particulars
the verification of it nay be proceeded with as follows:

(a) Verify the weight of the moveable counterpoise.
(b) Verify the weights of the additional counterpoises and see that they

are multiples of each other, and that their weights are properly
niarked on themn.

(c) Place the counterpoise at zero on the graduated arm of the beam
which should then be in equilibrium. If the zero mark does not
come within the range of the graduations, place the counterpoise
on a division mark that indicates a pound, or Some multiple Of the
pound, represented by the standard as 1 lb., 21b., &c., then by
suspending a corresponding standard to the short arm of the lever,
the beam should be in equilibrium.

(d) Add to the load such additional standards as may be convenient, as
20, 30 or 50 lbs , and note whether the beam weighs the standards
correctly.

26" When in addition to the counterpoise moveable on the beam, there are other
counterpoises, each representing a definite weight when attached to the extreme end of the
graduated arm of the beam-

(e) Place on the short arm of the beam a load of standards (or a load of
which the exact weight is known) equal to the weight represented
by the smallest of the additional counterpoises, and note whether
the beam is then in equilibrium.

(f) Note whether the larger counterpoises are exact multiples of the
smaller ones, and whether they are marked as weighing exact
multiples of the load weighed by it.

If it is found that by the above tests the beain weighs correctly, and is in all
respects in accordance with the regulations prescribed under the law, it may be
stamped and a certificate may be issued.

It is, however, to be understood that the above expedients for estimating the ap.
proxirnate correctness of beams of this description, are nÔt intended to relieve the
Inspector of the duty of testing such beams with loads of standards equal to their
full capacity, when sufficient standards are available, and it is possible to use them
without incurring an unreasonable cost in moving them. And the inspecting officer



wvill bear in mind that tests made in the manner above described, can only be equiva-
lent to tests made with full loads of standards, when the utmost care and accuracy
are observed in making such tests.

As a rule wheu making tests with the beams loaded to less than their full capa-
city, not less than ý (one-tenth) of the load should be used.

ART. III.-LNsTRUcTIONS FOR THE VERIFICATION OF WEIGH BRIDGES. HAY SCALES
AND PLATFORM SCALES.

The Inspecting Officor must first make himself master of the following sections
of the Order in Council of the 14th August 187-9.

C. Weigh Bridges, Hay Scales, and Platform Scales, will only be admitted to
verification when:

1. The foundation or supporting base is sufficiently firni. and capableof carrying
-without change of level or of form or other disturbance, the maximun load for which
it is to be used.

2. If moveable from place to place, some satisfactory arrangement, such as a
level or plummet is provided and permanently attached, for' indicating whether the
machine is perfectly level.

3. The platform is so arranged that any obstruction to its free movement can be
.easily detected.

4. All the beams, levers and other parts are of sufficient stiength to carry the
maximum load to which they will be respoctively subjected without deflection.

5. Tne knife edges are firmly and permanently fixed in the levers, have sufficient
room to permit free oscillation, and are sufliciently firm.

6. The knife edges and fulcrums of each set of levers are in the same plane.
7. The oscillations are sufficiently evident.
8. The weights used w7ith the instrument are equal to the avoirdupois pound or

to multiples or authorized sub-multiples of lie avoirdupois pound, or special weights
for the barrel of flour or for the busiel of wheat, their actual weiglht and the weight
or special quantity they are intended to indicate on the scale, being plainly marked
thereon.

9. The weights used as above are a decimal sub-multiple, as , , , or a
binary sub-multiple as J, 4, J, &c., of the load indicated by them.

10. -There are no moveable, balls or detached parts for the adjustment of the
balance accessible, or so placed that they can be used for fraudulent wveigling.*

11. The apparatus indicates the same weight, wheti ci the lond is plaîced in the
centre of the platform, on one side of it, or at either corner.

12. The maximum load which the apparatus is intended to weigh is conspicuously
marked on some essential part of it.

1. The Inspector will observe that there are several varieties of portable weigh bridges
andplatform scales in use, which under the regulations above cited, cannot be admitted to
verifcatian. The folloving nay be mentioned as examples:

(a) The seale represented in this eut is made
to weigh on two platforms which give
indications in relation to each other in
the proportion of one to eight. In addi-
tion to the platform, a " scoop" is pro-
vided, which may be placed on the
smaller platform. A weight is provided
which i to bc used as an additional -_
counterpoise, as an equivalent to the Improved Jnonj-r Family
weight of the " scoop." Scale.

This additional counterpoise is of the nature of a "moveable or detatched part for
the adjustment of the balance." The scale will, therefore, be rejected under § 10 of the
section of the Order in Council above cited, it being obvious that a scrious error

• See special instructions as to this paragraph.



might bc inade either intentionaily or accidentally by omitting to place the counter-

poise of the seoOp in its place when requirCd.
(b) The- scale reprented in this eut, when

constructed with a " Scoop" in addition to
the attached weighing piatform, and re-
quiring an addilion to the counterpoise, is
liable to the same objections as are stated 
in (a), and will be rejected under § 10 of
the section of the Order in Council above
eited. Grocers' Scale.

There are so nimany kinds of Platform Scales that it would be difficult to give
specific instructions as to eacb, but the above will serve as a general guide. When
any variety not clearly covered by these instructions is prosented, and as to which
the Inspector has loubt', he is to apply to the department for instructions, sending
with his; application sch a description of tho scale as will enable the Department to
arrive at a propre decision.

2. Whcni verifying a Portable Platform Scale or Weigh Bridge, the Inspector
rmust:

(a) Sec that the maximum weight which the scale is to weigh is plainly
inscribed on it in legible letters and figures of a size proportioned to
the scale, and that the weights to be used with it are in conformity
with §8 of the section of the Order in Council above quoted.

If they are-
(b) Verify them by the standards as directed in Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, Art.

IV. wilh refcrence to other weights:
(c) The weights being verified, hey are to be stamped on the places pre

pared for thait purpo>se.
(d) The counterpoise and n oveable weight attach ed to the graduated

ai n are n oL to be stamped until the whole process of veritication is
comnplete.

N(;reat care must be exercised in the verification of weights used with platform
.icoes and weigh bridges. Tihe importance of this will be seen, woen it is considered that
whalecer error there may be in the weiqht, it is e.agyerated in the load weighed in the

roportion /tchich the load bears to the iweigtt. Thus, if the weight indicates a muttiple
of 100, ai error of .01 in the weight will cause an error of 1. in the load.

If the weights are appoved, the owiner must tnext cause the scale to be taken
apart suliciently to permiL the Inspector to exaine ail ils worling parts and the

(a) C:refullv examine ail the beams find supports so as to ascertain
whether they are of stffiiett strength ; whether the knife-edges
for each series of levers are in theame horizon Lal plane, tnd are

ýsubstantially and firnily fixed; whether there is ainple roora ia the
carrying links or other supports of the knife-edges for their oscilla-
tion ; whet ber all the bearin'g surfaces are intact, and in good order,.
antd generally, whether the apparatus is sufficiently wcll made to work
freely. Tho owner will then put it together and-

(b) The Inspectorwill sec that it is placed on a level platform, and that
it is provided with the necessary, neans for determining whother it
is level.

(c) Aseerta-in whether with the counterpoise on the end of the graduated
arni, and with the moveable weight at zero, the seule is in perfect
equilibriun, that is

(1) The tongue on the graduated an must be vertical, or, in tho
absence of the tongue, the beam must be horizontal.



(2) The graduated arm must vibrate freely. and when disturbed, it
must rcturn to its normal and horizontal position.

(d) Place on the platforn a standard weight equal to the minimum lioad
which it is intended to weigh, and note
(1) Whether the weight of sueh load is correctly indicated, within

the requirements of the Schedule of Remedy or allowance for
errors.

(e) Add to the load on the platform additional standards until its maxi-
mum load is placed en it, noting the result at several (from three tO
five) stages of the additions as described in (d).

(f) Remove the load and test the results " backwards," noting whether
the results are the same as in'the previous testing, as a check.

(g) Place as nich as possible of the full load on each corner of the plat-
form in succession, and observe whether the scale still indicates the
weight on it correctly, within the limits of error tolorated, make the
same tests with a reduced load.

(A) Place the load (as in g) on the ends or sides of the platform nearest
to the graduated beam or pan which carries the weight, and observe
results. Then change the load to the opposite end or side of the pan,
and note whether the results indicated are the same i'n both cases.

(i) The seiae process of testing will be followed when the platforms are
carried on levers or beams. or a combination of thera equivalent te a
balance with equat arims.

2. If the [nspecting Officer has not in possession a sufficient weight of standards
to make the full load of the scale inspected, the following method of testing may bc
resorted to:-

(a) Procced as directed in §' 1 and 2 of Art. III, as far as tie weight of
standards available wil i permit.

(b) Remove the standards froi the platforni, and without disturbing the
counterpoise or weights on the graduated armi, replace the standards
by any other suituble weights, or load until the scale is again in
e.tact equilibrium.

(c) Again add the standards to the load, and observo results as before.
This process will be repeateduntil the maximum load is reached. For scales or

weigh bridges to weigh from one to two thousand pounds, pig iron will be the best
material wherewith to replace the standards, but any heavy material may be used as
massesof stone or smnall boulders.

When the whole process of verifying the scales has been so far completed-
(a) Examine the counterpoise and sec that the aperture, if any. left fer

the introduction or withdrawai of shot or other material for adjust-
ing its %Veight lias been eti'ectually closed and sealed by a plug ofisoft
metal. If this has been properly done, inpress the stamp upon it.

(b) Examine the inoveable weight carried on the graduated airm, and
deal with it in the same manner as with the counterpoise.

Finally :
If the scale lias the maker's consecutive number incised on any essential

part of it, that number is to be used for identification in the certifi-
cate and no stamp will be necessary. If it has no such nu;nber,
some essential part of it-as the graduated arm-nust be stamped.
In stanping, great care nust be taken to avoid bending or in any
way changing the forn of the arm.

4. The inspection of Hay Scales, Grain Scales and large Weigh Bridge, such as
are used by railway companies, and whicli are attached to fixed foundations, will be



governed by instructions given in § 3, in so far as they are applicable. The follow
ing additional instructions nust also be followed :

(a) The foundation must be carefully examined as to its strength and
gencral fitness to carry the proposed load and the possibility of ita
settling out of level.

(b) Ascertain whether thefoundation is truly level.

5. The counterpoise or weight permanently attached to the end of the graduated
arm, and the moveable or sliding weight carried on that arm for the indication of
fractional parts of the load, must, when they can ho separated from the.arm without
breaking or cutting any of the links. rings, or collars by which they are carried, have
thoir exact weight marked or ongraved on.thom, that is:

(a) On the counterpoise, its weight, when it places the balance in equili-
brium.

(b) On the sliding or jrnoveable weight, its exact weight, when duly
adjusted.

6. If there are any apertures in tho counterpoise or*in the moveable weight by
which shot or other matter can be removed or introduced, such apertures must be
closed by a soft metal plug, upon which the verification stamp is to be impressed
after they have been verified.

7. With reference to the soft metal plug for receiving the stamp, it will be
sufficient if the stamping of Iron Weights ie provided for by removing the bard skin
of the iron from a sufficient space, say î of an inch in diameter, seo that the stamp
may be impressed on the softer metal below.

8. The verification fee for Platform Scales and Weigh Bridges includes the scale
and aIl the counterpoise and other weighta thereto belonging.

9. The actual weigbt in avoirdupois pounds, or parts of a pound, is to be legibly
marked on aU weights belonging to platform scales or weigh bridges, as well as the
weight of the load they are to indicate. This may be done on weights belonging to
scales and weigh bridges already in use, and' not so marked by stencilling or
painting; but whonever the stencil or paint wears off, it must be renewed. No
weights belonging to -platform scales or weigh bridges, made or sold, or offered for sale
after the date of these intructions, are to be admitted to verification unless their actual
weight and the weight they are te represent in the load are cast, or plainly incised
un them.

D. Balances with equal arms, and on which the load is'carried'above the fulcruma
wili only he admitted to verification when: -

1. There is no material difference as to the magnitude or arrangement of the two
armas.

2. Its arms are of equal length within a limit of error equivalent to that tolerated
in commercial weights.

3. There are no balance balls, loose counterpoises or detached 'parts other than
the pans necessary* for carrying the load weighed, and the weights used for weighing it.

4. Its parallel rods, guides, levers and pivots, by which the adjustment of the
scale is effected, are so constructed that they can not be put ont of adjustment without
the use ofviolence, which may be readily detected on inspection.

5. The knife edges or fulcrums of each set of levers or guide rods are in the same
plane.

6. The balance is sufficiently sensitive to turn decidedly and promptly by the
addition and withdrawal of so mach of the load as is equivalent to the error tolerated
in commercial weighta.

7. Whon there is a tongue or pointer, or some equivalent arrangement for show-
ing when the bai1>nee is in equilibrium.



(a) The scale shown in this eut having in
addition to the attached weighing pans
with which the scale is in equilibriui, a
scoop, with a separate counte rpoise to be
used with the scoop is also to b rejected
under paragraph. 3 of section D of the
Order in Council above cited. Grocer' Trip Scale.

And generally-
9ir When a scoop for holding goods is used with any scale or balance, it must be an

integral part thereof; that is, it nust be necessary for putting the unloaded scale in
équilibrium, and there nust be ro mode of using the scale without it.

(b) The scale represented in the last illustration is a Roberval balance, and
all scales of this description not in use previous to the issue of these
regulations must be rejected unless the lowei bar is either in one
piece, or, if in two lengths, the central pivot is so constructed that
it cannot be displaced or changed without using violence.

No balances other than such as wili come within tho conditions under one or
other of the heads, A, B, C or D, are to be verified or stamped.

ART. IV.-INSTRUOTIONS FOR TE VZRIFICATION or WEIGHTS.

1. Examine the weights carefully and sec that thiey are in conformity with Sche-
dule A of the Order in Council of 14th Aug. 1879.

2. If the weighing is to be performed with the offcial balance, proceed as fol-
Iows:

(a) Place the standard in the left band pan.
(b) Place a counterpoise in the right hand pan, which'may consist of any

available weights, among which should be a snall tin cup with a
quantity of small shot in it. This shot may be added to, or :e-
ducted from, until the balance exactly indicates zero.

(c) .Remove the standard from the Ieft hand pan and in its place put the
weight to be compared.

(d) If the balance does not remain at zero, add grain woights to one pan
or the other until it:does. If they arc required in the let .hand
pan with the conpared weight, the number of grains added will
show how much the wveight is lighter than the standard, and will
bh designated by the sign - (or minus.) If, on the other hand,
they are required in tho right hand pan, the number of grains by
which the standard is heavy, and will be designated by tho sign+
(or plus.)

3. By adopting the above mothod of verification, errors due to any difference
there may be in the length of the arms of the balance will be avoided. Any lalance,
thèrefore, which is saffieiently sensitive, nmay be used.

4. Although the method above described is somewhat tedious, it shoild always
be used when accuracy is aimed at, or when thore is any doubt as to the accuracy of
the balance. But, with*good balances, such as are supplied to its officers by the De-
partnent, ordinary commercial weights undergoing verificatiorn, may be compared
by direct weighing against tho standards.

NoTE (a).-In ail cases when placing weights in the pan of the balance supplied
by the Department, or removing them fromit; the balance must be raised from its
bearings. If the trader's balance is used as suggested in the instructions for using
the poitable kit, it must first be verified under Article I.

NOZ (b).-With reference to the balance.ball on platform-scales and weigh-
bridges reforred to in § 10 of Section C of the Order in Council of 14th August 1879,
as the expediency of modifying this regulation is under consideration pending the
issue of other regulations, the balance-ball is not to be interfered with, ior is the
platform scale or weigh-bridge on which it is used to be rojected unless such' balance
ball is of au unusual character.



ART. M.-INSTRUCTIONS AS TO THE DEPOSIT OF COLLECTIONS.

1. The Inspector will deposit his collections in the Bank of Montreal or such
other Bank as may be directed. He will take the money to the Bank with a specifi-
cation thereof stating it to be on account of weights and measures inspection,
and make a requisition for a draft in favour of the Receiver General.

2. Atiachcd to the draft which will be given by the bank to the depositor, will
be a bank receipt in triplicate: one copy of the receipt called It e " original," will be
filed in the Inspector's office for reference; the draft and the remaining copies of the
receipt must be immediately forwarded to this Department.

3. Deposits are to be made weekly, or as much oftener as the amount collected
reaches fifty dollars.

4. The collections of each month are to be kept distinct, and on the first of each
month a draft is to be transmitted for a sum, however small, which will exactly
close the transactions of the previous month.

5. Except when post office money orders are used for remittances, each draft is
to represeit the collections of a certain day or days.

G. No portion of the money collected is to be expended by the Inspector or
Assistant Inspector, or applied by him to any purpose whatever, the payment of his
salary and authorized contingencies being otherwise provided for.

7. In divisions where no bank is available, and there is a money order
post office the remittance may be made by a P. O. order in favour of the Commis-
sioner of Inland Revenue ; but, in such cases, the-depositor will take care that all his
remittances, except that to close a month, are in even amounts of 10, 20, 40, 60, 80,
or 100 dollars.

S. If the Inspector is prevented by duties of inspection from making his weekly
deposits at the usual place, he will for this purpose take advantage of any money
order office on bis line of travel.

9. The commission eharged for money ordors will be repaid to the depositor by
this Departnent and must not be deducted from the amount of the deposit.

I\RT. V.-INSTRUCTIONs AS TO THE ISSUE OF CERTIFICATES'AND AFFIXING

STAMPS THERETO.

1. A certificate nust be issued1, for each Weigh Bridge, Platform Scale or
Steelyard, such certificato to include the Weights belonging to the scale to which it
refers. It is usual for nantifacturers of scales to designate them by a progressive
number. When this is done, and when such number is engraved or impressed upon
an essential parL of the apparatus, no other stamp will be necessary, as the progres'
sive number can then be inserted in the certificate -with the name of the maker and
will bu a sufficient identification.

2. A separate certificate will also b issued for any set of Weights, Measures or
Weighing Machines when verified for manufacturers or dealers, or -when demanded
by the owners; but, when verified for traders, who use the weights, &c., after they
are verified, a number of then nay be included in the same certificate. Care must
always be taken, however, that no more are grouped together than can be represented
by stanps for which there is rooa on the space set apart for them.

3. It is not necessary to apply a stamp for each article. But the total value
of the stamps attachcd to the certificates must exactly represent the fees chargeable
on the articles covered by the Certificate. This being kept in view, the largest
available stamps are to be used.

4. In all cases the state of weights, measures and weighing machines,when first
preseuted for verification, is to he entered in the Registers, and the fées are thon to
be collected, and the fees nust be collected every time the articles are verified,
whether they pass or not.



Regulations as to thte supply and use of Weights and Measuies stamps.

Supply of Stamps.-Adhesive stamps will be supplied by the Department on
requisition being made by the Inspector of Weights and Measures, who will bo careful
to make requisition sufficiently in advance to insure having at ail times a supply on
band to meet the demands of his Division.

The stamnps for Weights and Measures inspection are of the following denomina-
tiens :

Value 1 cent. Value 30 cents.
" 2 cents. " 50 "
" 5 81.00
" 10 1.50 "
" 15 "C 2.00 "

" 20"

On receipt'of a parcel of stamps from the Department the Inspector is immediately
to count them, and ifthey are found to be in accordance with the form of receipt accom-
panying the )arcel, he is to sign, date and return the receipt by the next mail, and enter
the stamps on the debit side of the account hereinafter mentioned, if they are not correct
he must immediately advise the Department of the error and enter the exact num-
ber reccived by him to the debit of his stamps account. A separate account of each
denomination of stamps is to be kept by eaéh Inspector of W. & M. by way of debit
and credit, in book O. 4, stating on the Dr. side the namber received, and on the Or.
side the number issued.

An assistant Inspector will observe the saine rules on recciving stamps from the
Inspector of his Division.

Use of' Stamps.-Aftcr filling up a certificate of verification, and after the fees
for such verification have been paid, a stamp or stamps, representing the amount of
fees chargeable for such verification, will be securely aflixed by the Inspector or
Assistant Inspector on each certificate of vorification, form O. 6; the certiticate will
then be del ivercd to the party owniig the Weights and Measures or Balances. On no
account are the sheets of stamps to be irregularly broken, the stamps must bc used
in the regular seqence of their number and so accounted for on ail forms whore
enteries of stamps are made.

Th3 cancellation of stamps is to be effected by the Inspector or Assistant
Inspector of W. M. imnediately after atlixing them to the certificate of verifica-
tion, writirg across the blank space in the middle of each stamp his initials and the
date as shown in sanples.

ART. VII.-INSTRUOTIONS As To CORRESPONDENCE.

You vi!l in future govern yourself by the following instructions in carrying on
your officiail correspondence:

1. Official lotters are to be wiritten on foolseap paper leaving a. convenient
margin-i. e., friom half to one fourth-on the inside of the paper.

2. When the letter does not extend beyond one page, onily half a sheet is to be
used. If the letter cannot bo written on one page leaving a quarter margin, a second
half sheet is to b used.

3. For convenience in using the press copying boak, eut sheets will in future be
issued, which aro to be written on, only on one side.

4. Each letter is to relate to one subject ory, and must contain as full and
complote information on that subject as possible.

5. Each paragraph is to be numbered as shown in this circular.
6. If there aie any inclosures tbey must be described in the margin or designated

by letter thus: * (*Inclosure A). The transrnisiion of unnecessary inclosures is to
bc avoided.

7. Ail official letters are to be folded in four folds and forwarded in official
envelopes, ; E. 2." Plain Envelopes are to be used by officers who 'are not supplied
with the ab:ve mentioned official envelopes.



In addition to the above you are directed to address all letters and memoranda
on Departmental business, for which special Envelopes are not provided, to the

Commiisioner of Inland Revenue."
It is not necessary, nor is it desirable, to use the name of the officer who may

happen to have charge of the Department for the time being, nor the name of tho
clerk to whose branch the letter or memorandum may be supposed to refer.

8. Official envelopes are supplied to all offices, and tihcy are to be used as
follows:

E. 2. Commissioner I. R. Correspond nce......White, Cap and Large cap.
e. 2. do do do ......... .White, Yote.
e. 3. For deposits and Advice Notes; also for Forms

.No. 13 and 0.18........ .............................. Blue, Note.
E. 6. Foir Official Returns; W. & M ................. do Cap.
e. 6. For Requisitions and Receipts for supplies

from Departinent ................................... d o .Note
E. 8. To District Inspector- of Inland Revenue.. .Manilla, Large.
e. 8 do do do .. do Snall.
E. 19. From District Inspector or Assistant In-

spector to the Local Inspector .................. do Large.
e. 9. do do ................... do Snall.
E. 11. To Assistant Inspector of W. & M.......Buf, Cap.
e do .. ........ ...... ....... 4 S rý

One cent Post Bands are supplied for mailing Official Circulars, and are to bea.
used for no other purpose; these bands must have no writing on thom other than
the name and address.

9. Reports on official references from Department are to be written on the folds of
the official backing where there is room. It will be observed that these folds are
numbered 1, 2, 3, 4. The report is to commence on the first vacant space and to be
continued on each fold in regular sequence. The iniside of the backing-which wilt
be considered as No. 5-may be written on if necessary.

10. When thero is not sufficient space on the backing, a separate half shoot of
foolscap is to be used, and in such case no part of the report will be written on the
backing ; but generally, if the report is concisely written and all useless or formai
verbiage avoided, thore will be ample room.

. In official correspondence and in reports, the most concise and explicit terms
are to be used ; formal and uunecessary quotations from previous letters, repetitions
and mere speculative opinions unsupported by evidence are to be avoided, and in
making statements the exact facts are to be rigidly adhered to, as the writer will be
held strictly accountable for the accuracy of the information ho forwards.

12. Copying presses and books are onily supplied to the principal offices. When
they are not supplied, the officers must keep manuscript copies of thoir corres-
pondence.

13. Requisitions for stationery, forms and supplies of any kind are to be rmade
on the prinfed forms issued for that purpose, and are noc to be included in lotters,
except when referred to as enclosures. .

14. Stationery, and forms of Requisition for the same will bo supplied only to-
offices in which revenue is collected and transmittcd to the Departmcnt.

15. Assistant Inspectors of W. & M. must look to the Inspector of the Division
for all supplies of forns, stamps and stationery; the Inspector is instructed to make
requisition for such supplies sufficiently in-advance of requirements, to prevent
delay.



THE

ROBERVAL BALANCE.

Thefollowing memoranda on the Roberval balance and ordinary equal arm
,balance are reprinted from the Third Report of the Ciommissioner*af Inland
Revenue on Weights and Measures, 1876, and should be carefully read by the
Inspectors and their assistants, as the principles whick affect the accuracy of
balances generallieare therein explained.

87. I have at this moment, on my table,ascale in very common-use; one ofa descrip-
tion much eulogised as the very thing for small traders of limited means, as being very
cheap, and asweighing with sufficient accuracyforall practical purposes. The degree of
reliance that can be placed on these recommendations may be cstimated by the fact
that, with a common Bcrew driver, this scale, can, in. one minute, be so altered that
it will weigh either light or heavy to the extent of one ounce in-the pound, according
as the weights are placed on one side or the other of the pan'; or if the weights are
placed in the centre, it is capable of weighing with safficientacchracy, while, without
any load, it is in perfect equilibrium. The scale can, with almost as little trouble be
restored to comparative accuracy.

88. It must,.I submit, be evident that such a weighing machine as this is more
-dangerous to the public than -ight weights or short mesures. It would require an
expert in such matters to detect the fraud, and it is not difficult to see how, when
used for selling, the weights would be placed on one side of the pan, and when used
for buying their position would be reversed; or how quickly the' scale would be
.restored to ajustment when the Inspector's visit appears as a near probability.
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Reprinted from the Fourth Report of the Commissioner of inland Revenue
on Weights and Measures, 1817.

APPENDIX K.

MEHORANDUM ÜL relation to the " Roberval Balance," and the possibility of fradulent

weighing with it when out of adjustment.

In my third Report I directed attention to a description of a scale in very common
use, and originally known as the " Roberval balance." I pointed out that as commonly
made it could casily be distorted so as to produce false woighing cither in excess or
deficiency at the will of the person using it.

The prineiple of this balance is shown in the following diagram.

z :É



The accuracy of the balance depends orr the bars a b, cd, a c, and b d, forming a true
parallologran, that is a b must. be equal to c d, and a c to b d. The bar a b is suspended
on a knife cdge fulcrum at /as in an ordinary equal arm balance, whije tho lower
side of the pallelogram c d, is pivoted at its exact centre upon a pivot g, which must
be in a vertical line A B drawn through f, and the distance between f and g must bo
exactly equal to a c or b d.

When the arrangement above described is accurately worked out, the oscillation
of the parallelogram on the fulcrum atf will always produce a truly vertical movoment
of the sides a c and b d, and whether the load ir. the pan is placed at Z or Z', it will
during the oscillation move through the same vertical space. and will therefore pro-
duce the same effect on the weight in the other pan, whether placed at W or W'.

It is obviously essential to the reliability of such a balance that it bo so cons-
tructed that under ordinary usage the equality and adjustment of the several parts
shall be maintained, and that thero shall be no ready moans for distorting them.

Manufacturers of this description of scale find it convenient to make the bar c d,
in two parts, each equal to one-balf the length of a b, each half being pivoted at g.
In order that the balance may work accurately, the pivot at g must be in the same
straigbt lino as the pivots c and d. It is therefore necessary that the pivot g should
bo placed at the true distance from f, and that the construction be such as to prevent
the possibility of changing the relative position of g andf without using so mach
violence as would be likely to attract the notice of an inspector, and as would prevent
the rectification of the error- except by a partial reconstruction of the balance.

Usually these balances are so constructed as to offer no security against being
tampered with. The pivot at g is sometimes carried in a stud scrowed into the main

frame of the balance as shown in the figure, where b b is the frame of the scale and a a
the lower side of the parallelogram, so that by removing the pivot g, vhich is only a
piece of small steel wire, the stud can be screwed further in or the reverse. ..I have
seen one balance in which this changc; can be carried so far as to make a .difference
of ten per cent. in the weighing, the change from one position to the othci, being the
work of a few minutes.

But generally the pivot g is carried by a slender wrought iron bar inserted in
the casting. This bar is fron three to fivo inches long, and by the application of a
very moderate degree of force it cau be bent in either direction to an extent sufficient
to produce a very material effect on the balance. This mode of construction is
apparently intended to facilitate the adjustnent of the position of the pivot during
t he construction of the balance.

Experimentally I have ascertainod the extent to which the decription of Rober-
val balance, most commonly used, can b affected without using so much violence, or



so far distorting it as to attract the notice of an ordinary observer. Bat' as it
appeared desirble to investigate the principles involved in the cause of error I sub-
mitted the problein to Professor Cherriman who has given me as the result of his
investigation the formule presently stated whereby the percentage of error in the
weighing may be computed when the dimensions ofthe balance and the amount of
distortion at g are known.

The following diagram (No. 2.) is given in illustration of the mannor in which
these balances may b distorted for fraudulent purposes.

W z 2

--------------

The dotted lines shew the position of the distorted balance when in equi-
librium, the central pivot which should be at c having been forced'up to g,
thereby destroying the parallelogram on which the balance depends for its accuracy7
The full lines show the position of.tbe.limbs of the balance whon the left hand pan
bas bcen depressed. Au inspection of the figur.e will show that if the weight bas been
placed at w, it will not have descended through a vertical trace, while -it will have
descended through a greater distance than a load placed in the opposite pan eitherat
the centre of the pan or at its outer margin as at z'. These conditions give the
weigh t at w a proponderance over an equal. woight placed at z'.

Reversing these conditions.placing tho weight .at w' and·the load at z the latter
will for the same reason have a p-epondcrance ovcr the weight.

Or if the weight and load are each placed in the centre of the respective pans
the weighing may be correct. Hence it will be seen that the weigher has it in his
power to weigh, with a seale which bas been thus tampered vith, either correctly,
in excess or in deficiency.

So muAh is evidont from an inspection of the dingrams, but the geometry of the
problem reveals other causes of error not so .easily detected or explained, and as to
which it is not necessary to enlarge here.

The following is Pr:>fessor Cherriman's formula.



Lot P be the weight, and W the load ; thon in general, that one of the two which
is the nuarer horizontally to the central vertical axris A B will be the greater. la the
particular case where the distance x through which theopivot has been displaced is
very small, suppose W to be at the contre of its scale, and P to be placed at a distance
t from C the contre of its platform inwards the central axis, the approximate error is
given by the formula,

P-W t x

P a 1
where a 1, are the horizontal and vertical arms.

Putting a 53, 1:= 36, x =3, t = 20, the errorcomes ont
20X 3 60 1

= - or nearly - of P.
53 × 34 1802 30

Hence if the value of P is 30 Ibs. the error vould be one pound
E P were placed at the same distance t to the kft of 0, the

would apply for ~~ and the error would thon be in excess.
P

in deficiency.
same expression

Reprinted from the Fifth Report of the Commissioner of Inland Revenue on Weights
and Measures, 1878.

STANDAIDs DEPARTMENT,
BoAnn op TDiE, L.W.,

8th March, 1878.

DEAR MR. BRUNEL,-Wo have to thank yon for your valuable memorandum
(Appendix K., 4th Report, page 77) on the Roberval balance containing Prof.
Clierriman's mathematical consideration and formula.

This is a balance in which we also are much interested, as complaints haie boen
made here of its use.

The Roberval balance propor appears to me, however, to be so excellent a weigh-
ing instrument that I am auxious to save its good name.

The Roberval balance as stamped and used in France does net, se far as we can
ascertain, possess the jointed lever shown as a., g., a., in the engraving, page 78, of
your report, but it possesses only a single lever or rigid frame so locked at its contre

5
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or fulcrum that any displacemont of the balance is difficult. (See enclosed sketch d)
Sec Diagram No. 2.

Imitations of the Roberval balance as shewn in the figure 154 (Sec Diagram
No. 1) now enclosed, are largely used in this country. In event of u:y change in
our law here, it is possible thoir use would be prohibited eventually, as if is possible
to alter such imitations by substituting for the jointed lever a., g., a., the single rigid
lever locked as shewn at d. Sec Diagram No. 2.

Medhurst, of London, and Pfitzer, of llkrlin, have'improved on these imitations
of the Roberval balance.

,A good Roberval counter scale is now selling in London at a low price, 15
shi] ings, but it is not so convenient a form as the counter scale 154.

I reiain,
Faithfully yours,

(Signed,) H. J. CHANEY.

The following is the diagram reprinted from the Fourth Report and referred to
in 3Mr. Chaney's letter. The diagrams included by Mrü. Chaney are also given
herewith.

7;Io

a _ _

DIAGRAm No. 1.

No. 154, Counter Weighing Machine.



IMITATION OF ROBERVAL. BALANCE
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THE EçUAL AaR BALANCE.

The accompanying diagram will explain in a popular manner the' principles on
which a weighing beam, whose fulcrums are not in a straight line, may be applied
to fraudulent weighing.

The heavy lines a B c show the skoleton form of tho beam. It is of the nature
of a bent lever, which, it is necessary to bear in mind, will always be used under a
force or load, acting in a truly vertical direction, a W, c L.

This being the case. tho true lengths of the arms of the lever are Ba' Bc', and so
long as B a is equal to B c, and tho points a c are in a horizontal plane and the loads
W L suspended therefrom equal to each other, the beam will be in equilibrium.

But lot the beam be moved itto the position x É y. It is now evident from an
inspection of the diagram that. practically, and in so far as it is affected by a vertical
force, the arm of the lever B a has been lengthoned by the distance a', x, -while the
opposite arm bas been shortened by a distance equal to c' w.

The lever has now, for practical purposes, unequal arms; and assuming that a
bas been loaded to bring it into the position x B y, a greater load will be nocessary
at y-now the end of the short arm of the lever-to turn the beam than is carried at
x, the end of the long arm.

These conditions wili be reversed whon the load at y has been made sufficient to
turn the beam to the position e B d.

This description of balance is used, for fraudulent weighing in tho following
manner:

The weight is placed in. the pan W. suspended on a, which at once brings the
beam into the position x B y. The article to be weighed is thon placed in the pan L,
now suspended from y, and a greater quantity is thrown in than truly represents the
weight W suspended at x; the beam then, slowly at first, but with increasing velocity,
reverses its position and assumes that indicated bye Bd. The operator then romoves
part of the article boing weighed-which is now suspended on the long arm of the
lever-until by touching the opposite pan we find that the weight V has nearly
regained its power to turn the scale, but takes care ta stop before it has fully regained
it. The purchaser sees that the weight kicks the beam, and is well satisfied, though
he has been wronged in proportion to the difference in the distances between B d
and B e'.

The diagram is drawn in exaggerated proportions, in order that the eye mny the
more readily discern the effect of the malformation of the balance.

Prom the above description, it will be evident that such a beam as we have bcon
considoring could not fulfil the conditions laid down in section A of the Order in
Oouncil, if tested in relation thereto by the regalations in article 1, of circular 134.

This condition could bo tested by a straight line applied to the fulcrum of the
beam, but in practice this is a difficult test to apply, and the " behavior " of the beam,
under the conditions imposed by the circular, is believed te have a greater practical
value, and besides, it tests other essential qualities at the same time.

A. BRUNEL,
Commissioncr.
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PRESENT:

IlS FXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR GENERAL IN COUNCIL.

THURSDAY, 17th day of July, 1879. MoNDAY, 4th August, 1879.

On the recommendation of tho Honor-. His EXOELLENOY THE GOVERNoR GEN-
able the Minister of Inland Revenue, Hisa
Excollency, by and with the advice of the ERAL bas also been pleased to appoint,
Queen's Privy Council for Canada, has under the provisions of the Act 42 Vic.,
been pleased to order, and it is hereby or-
dered, that the Order iii Council bearing Cap. 16, Sec. 36, the following gentlemen
date the 30th Septermbor, 1875, establish-
ing Inspection Districts of Weights and to ho Inspectors and"Assistant-Inspectora
Measures under 36 Vie., cap. 47, seC. 10, of Weighte and Measures for the Divisions
-ta well as the previous Order in Council,
passod on the 17th May, 1875, thereon re. set opposite thoir names, as per schedule
ferred to, be and the saio are hereby on fo)lowing pages:-
cancelled, and that under the authority of
Aet 42 Vie., chap. 16, sec. 36, the Inspec-
tion of Weights and Measures be as per
eohdule on following pages:-



PROVINCE OF ONTARIO.

BELLEVLLE.

To comprise the City of Belleville, and
Counties of Durham, Hastings, Northum-j
berland, Peterborough, Prince Edvard and
Victorin.

Win. Johnson, Inspector.
Assistant Inspectors.

J. A. Wilkinson, Cobourg.
Thos. Cahill, Peterborough.

IIA M ILTON.

To comprise the City of Hamilton, and
Counties of .Haldinaniid, ialton, Lincoln,
Waterloo, Welland, Wellington and Went-
worth.

Assistalit Ins)ectors.
Thos. Beaatie, St. Catharines.
A. Young, Guelpih.

KINGSTON.

To comprise the Towns of Brockville
and Cornwall, City of.Kingston, and Couni-
tics of Dundas, Froitenae, Glengarry,
Leeds and Grenville, Lennox and Adding-
ton, and Stormont.

C. B. Chrysler, Inspector.
Assistant Inspectors.

W. Griffin, Brockville.
W. Burrow3, Napance.
W. Whitteker,

LONDON.

To comprise the City ot London, and James Egan, Inspector.
Counties of Brant, Elgin, Middlesex, Nor- Assistant Inspectors.
folk and Oxford. G. W. Boggs, St. Thomas.

A. Bogue, Brantford.

OTTAWA.

To .comprise the City of Ottawa, andi
Counties of Carleton, Lanark, Prescott,
Renfrew and Russell in the Province of
Ontario, and the Counties of Ottawa and
Pontiac, inclading City of- HuIl, in the
Province of Quebec.

A. Code, Inspoctor.
Assistar.t Inspectors.

M. Goîrman, Pembroke.
.R. S. Park, Ilawkesbry,
Chs. Leduc, Ottawa.

TORONTO.

To comprise the City of Toionto, and
Counties of Algoma, Grey, Muskoka, On-
tario, Peel, Simcoo and Yoik.

G. T. Bolster, Inspector.
Assisttant Inspectors.

Joshua Wright, Port Perry,
J. Bowman, Toronto.
D. Kennie, do
Harry Piper, do
J. Lyons, Owen Sound.
Chs. Way, Barrie.

WINDSOR.

To conprise the Counties of Bruce, W. J. Hlayward, Inspector.
Essex, 1uron, Kenït, Lambton and Perth. Assistant Inspectors.

A. Marentette, Walkerton.
Aibert Erb, Stratford.



PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

MONTREAL.

To (omprise the City of Montreal, and;
the .Counties of Argenteuil, Bagot, Beau-
harnois, Chambly, Châteauguay, Hoche-
laga, Huntingdon, Jacques-Cartier, La-
prairie, Laval, Napierville, Rouville, Sou-
langes, St. lyacinthe, St. Johns, Terre-'
bonne, Two Mountains, Vaudreuil and
Vorchères.

A. J. Whitton, Inspector.
Assistant Inspectors.

J. O. Chalut, Montreal.
H. N. Tabb, do
J. T. Dorien, do

QUEBEC.

To comprise the City of Quebec, and
Counties of Beauce, Bellechasse, Bonaven.
ture, Charlevoix, Chicoutimi, Dorchester,
Gaspé, Kamouraska, Labrador and Magde-
len Islands, Levis, L'Islet, Lotbiniòre,
Megantic,Montmagny, Montmoroncy,Port-'
neuf, Quebec, Rimouski, Saguenay andJ
Temiscouata.

A. Côté, Inspector.
Assistant Inspectors.

G. Grégoire, Quebec.
P. E. Bourassa, do

SHERBROOKE.

To comprise the Town of Sherbrooko,-
and Counties of Arthabaska, Brome, Comn-
ton, Drummond, Iberville, Missisquoi,
]Richmond, Shefford, Stanstead and Wolfe.

E. Clark, Inspector.
Assistant Inspectors.

H. J. Ponnoyer, Coaticoke.
P. Smith, Waterloo.
J. U. Richard, Drummondville.

THRBE RIVERS.

To comprise the City of Three Rivers,
and Counties of Berthier, Champlain,
Joliette, L'Assomption, Maskinongé, Mont.
calm, Nicolet, Richelieu, St. Maurice and
Yamaska.

F. Rocheleau, Inspector.
Assistant Inspectors.

R. Kittson, Sorel,
A. M. Rivard, Joliette.

PROVINCE OP NEW BRUNSWICK.
ST.2 JOHN.

To comprise ihe City of St. John, and! John B. Wilmot, Inspector.
Counties of Charlotte, Queens and St. John. Assistant Inspector.

I E. Cowan, St. John.

FREDERICTON.

To comprise the City of Frederioton,I E. U. Freeze, Inspector.
and Counties of Carloton, Madawaska,I
Sunbury, Victoria and York. |

KINGS.

To comprise the Counties of Albert, W. B. Scovil, Inspector, Juuex.
Gloucester, Kent, Kings, Northumborland,
Restigouche and Westmoreland. J



PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA.

HALIFAX.

To compr'se the City of Halifax, and R. M. King, Inspector.
Counties of Guysborouigl, Halifax, ifants, Assistant Inspector.
Kings and Lunenburg. P. Tompkins, Halifax.

PICTOU.

To comprise the Counties of Antigonish,
Colchestor, Cumberland and Pictou.

YARMOUTH.

To comprise the Town of Yarnouth, andi
Counties of Annapolis, Digby, Queens,,
Shelburne and Yarmouth.

C.\PE BRETON.

To comprise the whole Iland of Cape L. E. Tremaine, Inspector, North Sydney.
iîrotoi. 1

PROVINCE OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

CHARLOTTETOWN.

To comprise the whole Island ef Priiicel James Reddin, Inspector.
Edward.

PROVINCE OF MANITOBA.

WINNIPEG.

To comprise the whole Province.

PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.

VICTORIA.

To comprise the whole Province.

W. A. RIMSWORTH,
Clerk, Privy Council.

R. T. Huggard, Inspector.



LISTS OF BOOKS AND FORMS FOR USE IN TRE
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES SERVICE

THe NUMBERs PRINTED IN HEAVY TYPE INDICATE BOOKS.

Weights and deasures Forns; New Series.

No. Title.
0.1.-Day-book.
0.2.-Cash-book.
0.3.-Register.
0.4.-Record of Stamps, &o.

0.5.-Monthly Returns.
0.6.-Certificates of Inspection.
0.7.-Assistant Inspector's Requisition for Supplies.
O.S.-Inspector's Advice of Supplies.
0.9.-Assistant Inspector's Rcceipt for Supplies.

Old Forms retained in use, but which, w'hen reprinted, will'bear new numbers.

New No. Title. Old No.
0.10.-Itinerary to accompany Contingent Account..................... 0.20
0.11.-Seizure Report............................. ....... ....................... 0.21
0.12.-District Inspector's Report, from Books........... ................. 0.22

0.13.-Receipts on Contingent Account.
0.14.-District Inspector's Report on Standards.

0.15.-Assistant Inspector's Advice of Remittaneo, New Forme.
0.16.-Inspector's Receipt for Remnittance, N
0.17.-Circulars to Traders to be mailed in posthands, Forms rotaining the
6.18. r's/dvic Note to 'rtment old numbers.

Gàe<r al Forms used in all Brdnches -fhe Inland Revenue Service.

No. 1.-List of forms,-pamphlet.
" 2.-Rquisitions for Supplies.

"8.-Pay Lists.
11.-Contingent Account.

lb.-Subsidiary Contingent Accoint for Assistant Inspectors.
13.-Ackowledgment of Official Cheques.

For lista of envelopes, see page 54.


